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Abstract
The discipline of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) is founded on the visual evaluation of the
diagnostic properties of bloodstain patterns and an interpretation of the mechanistic cause(s) leading
up to their deposition at scenes of violent crime. The lack of objective bloodstain pattern measures
and the often subjective opinions of bloodstain pattern analysts are among some of the main
criticisms of the discipline. It is also argued, that the process of characterising the main properties of
a bloodstain pattern is tantamount to assigning a cause to the bloodstain pattern. These persisting
issues reflect the dire need for an established and discipline-standard BPA methodology.
In light of this, an argument exists for the development of a completely new method of bloodstain
pattern characterisation, that is based on objective and measurable pattern features. In this thesis, it
is proposed that leveraging on technology could potentially assist with the development of specific
solutions to problems associated with the interpretation of bloodstain patterns. To that end, the role
of digital image-processing, eye tracking technology and pattern recognition were each considered
in three important areas of bloodstain pattern characterisation. These areas were: data collection,
understanding the mindset of the BPA analyst and the development of an automated bloodstain
pattern recognition system.
One of the major outcomes of this research, and an original contribution to the discipline, is the
validation of an automated system capable of distinguishing bloodstain patterns. This system is
fundamentally reliant on the extraction of bloodstain pattern features. Upto now, this has remained a
process confined to the opinions and subjective experience of a bloodstain pattern analyst. These
features, based on common spatter bloodstain pattern properties, were extracted using a
comprehensive image-processing methodology.
It is noteworthy to mention that this thesis provides a unique insight into the mindset of the
bloodstain pattern analyst. To do this, eye tracking technology was used to capture the viewing
behaviour of BPA analysts during a pattern classification task. The eye tracking study demonstrated
that BPA analysts tend to focus greater attention on distinct regions of a bloodstain pattern. It is
shown that these regions may reflect properties that are crucial in forming a pattern classification.
An understanding of the properties as they related to these diagnostic regions formed an important
outcome of this study.
Overall, this research exposes the immense possibilities that technology could contribute to
improving objectivity and consistency in the discipline.
II

“He who would learn to fly one day must first learn to stand and walk
and run and climb and dance; one cannot fly into flying.”
-- Friedrich Nietzsche
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Chapter 1: Bloodstain Pattern Analysis
“Whatever he touches …will serve as a silent witness against him…
even the blood he deposits…”– Dr Edmund Locard (1877–1966)

Chapter Outline
1.1

Introduction

1.2

Bloodstain pattern analysis under the microscope

1.3

Research Objectives

1.4

Thesis Overview

Will this be the
same outcome for
other BPA analysts?
What are the
properties of the
bloodstain
pattern?

Am I being
objective?

1

1.1 Introduction
In the modern era of globalisation and the search for expediency and efficiency, is the human-expert
becoming obsolete? Automation and artificial intelligence are currently topical and appear to be
revolutionising established industries. It is becoming increasingly evident that manual tasks are
becoming automated even in the forensic sciences. Examples of this include the automated
comparison of fingerprints [1], bullets [2] and facial features [3]. In the discipline of Bloodstain
Pattern Analysis (BPA), human expertise still holds sway as the main instrument of analysis.
BPA analysts are tasked with visually evaluating and interpreting the cause(s) of bloodstain patterns
that are often left behind at scenes of violent crime. This depends on knowledge of the diagnostic
properties of bloodstain patterns and the possible fluid-dynamic mechanism(s) by which pattern
formation may have occurred. Together these complex tasks form what BPA analysts refer to as the
process of pattern characterisation and pattern interpretation respectively.
At present, the BPA discipline lacks an established and rigorous methodology that distinguishes
pattern characterisation from pattern interpretation. The limitations of BPA as currently practiced
include the formation of mechanism-based conclusions and the qualitative nature of determining the
cause(s) of bloodstain pattern deposition. Such conclusions are exacerbated by current mechanistic
terminology and the potentially biasing influence of additional case-specific information that BPA
analysts may encounter. The subjective judgement required to infer a bloodstain pattern’s cause was
highlighted as an evident recurring problem in BPA following the scathing review of the forensic
sciences by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) [4]. Since this review, the BPA discipline –
among many others – have questioned the scientific foundation and reliability of the methods that
are employed. This has created an ideal terrain for research and development involving the
application of computer-based methods to the analysis of bloodstain patterns.
This thesis proposes that computer-based tools could be employed further to develop solutions to
overcome certain problems that arise from the human-expert interpretation of bloodstain patterns.
To that end, digital image-processing methods, eye-tracking technology and pattern recognition
algorithms were each applied within the context of bloodstain pattern characterisation. The major
outcome of this thesis – and a first for the BPA discipline – is the development of a novel
automated bloodstain pattern recognition system that is capable of distinguishing bloodstain
patterns. The interest in this system lies in its future capacity to become an objective methodology
for bloodstain pattern characterisation. In addition to improved objectivity, the automated pattern
recognition system may serve to potentially mitigate any element of unintentional human bias.
2

This thesis demonstrates that the process of bloodstain pattern characterisation could eventually
become a more refined and potentially automated process.

1.2 Bloodstain pattern analysis under the microscope
BPA is generally conducted by a trained bloodstain pattern analyst. This may involve crime scene
attendance together with a thorough examination of crime scene photographs, sketches and notes
that describe the scene and related bloodstain evidence [5]. It is suggested that interpretations of
bloodstain patterns by BPA analysts are mainly the result of their experience, rather than the
product of a benchmarked, discipline-standard methodology. This could be explained by the notion
that BPA is mainly pattern recognition, rather than a pattern comparison task. Therefore, BPA
analysts are required to draw on their own training and experience to recognise and distinguish the
diagnostic properties of bloodstain patterns. Ultimately, this dependence on experience could be the
precursor to forming subjective opinions, thereby rendering the opinions of BPA analysts unreliable
for purposes of court testimony. The aim of the following section is to put BPA under the
microscope with a focus on the current issues in the discipline.
1.2.1 Bloodstain patterns can appear ambiguous
It is well known that different bloodletting mechanisms may give rise to bloodstain patterns that
exhibit similar or indistinguishable features [6–7]. This can lead to ambiguity and difficulty in
distinguishing different bloodstain pattern types. For example, impact spatter 1 and expiration2
bloodstain patterns may both feature small bloodstains (i.e. less than 5 mm). In the absence of
additional features such as bubble rings3 or beading4, expiration bloodstain patterns can be confused
with impact spatter bloodstain patterns [7, 9]. Making distinctions between different bloodstain
pattern types may be further complicated by bloodstain patterns that comprise only a few
bloodstains, or those patterns that have been deposited on inhomogeneous substrates (e.g. plaster or
wallpaper) [10]. In both cases, analysts need to determine whether there is sufficient information
available to reliably characterise and interpret the bloodstain pattern evidence. Substrate
composition, rigidity and absorbency, are among other compounding factors that may need to be
taken into further consideration.

1

A bloodstain pattern resulting from an object striking liquid blood [8].
A bloodstain pattern resulting from blood forced by airflow out of the nose, mouth or a wound [8].
3
An outline within a bloodstain resulting from air in the blood [8].
4
Small blood drops that are linked by strings of mucous or saliva [6–7].
2

3

1.2.2 BPA terminology tends to result in a description of the mechanism rather than a
description of the pattern characteristics
The International Association of Bloodstain Pattern Analysts (IABPA) in conjunction with the
Scientific Working Group on Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (SWGSTAIN) has taken the
responsibility on behalf of the BPA discipline to define a list of recommended terms that should be
used in the documentation of bloodstain patterns [8]. It is evident that certain terms in this list
contain mechanistic overtones. As a result, it is argued that bloodstain pattern characterisation is
tantamount to assigning a mechanistic cause to a bloodstain pattern [11]. For example, the terms
“expiration” and “cast-off” tend to imply the cause of a bloodstain pattern at the same time as they
describe the appearance of a bloodstain pattern. Therefore, current BPA terminology accentuates
the blurred boundary between the characterisation of the properties of a bloodstain pattern and the
interpretation of the mechanism(s) that have led to its deposition.
1.2.3 The BPA discipline lacks a rigorous and standardised methodology
Defining a structured and discipline-standard BPA methodology is the subject of ongoing
discussion within the BPA community [12–14]. Whilst it is contended that training courses are
valuable and indeed equip BPA analysts with the necessary pattern recognition skills, it is argued
that these courses fail to provide analysts with a framework by which these skills may be applied
[12]. This problem has been demonstrated in criminal cases, for example, where experts have
arrived at completely different conclusions about the same bloodstain pattern (e.g. in [15]). Of
greatest concern, is the fact that some analysts may experience difficulty in articulating the rationale
behind their decisions [13], thus, leading to subjective and potentially unsubstantiated conclusions
about a bloodstain pattern. In light of this, the NAS stated that “in general, the opinions of
bloodstain pattern analysts are more subjective than scientific” (NAS, 2009, p.5–39) [4] and
recommended that forensic disciplines “need to develop rigorous protocols to guide these subjective
interpretations and pursue equally rigorous research and evaluation programs” (NAS, 2009, p.S-6)
[4].
1.2.4 Current methods of pattern characterisation contain subjective elements
Traditionally, pattern characterisation depended on grouping bloodstain patterns into categories
based on the correlation between the velocity and its influence on a blood droplet (e.g. low velocity,
medium velocity and high velocity) [16]. Problems were noted with this method, such as the
presence of artificial boundaries between categories that could potentially lead to pattern exclusion
in the event that a bloodstain pattern sat on the boundary between two categories. Modern BPA
analysts now appear to favour more descriptive methods of pattern characterisation which has led to
4

taxonomic approaches to bloodstain pattern classification (e.g. [6–7]). A taxonomy can be defined
as a set of rules for classification and is derived from the discipline of biology, where organisms are
generally classified according to the physical characteristics that they have in common.
Bevel & Gardner’s BPA taxonomy [6] appears to be the most comprehensive classification
methodology available to BPA practitioners. Applying their taxonomy requires BPA analysts to
make systematic decisions about the appearance of a bloodstain pattern using criteria that has been
grouped according to a specific mechanism. The taxonomy is established on making an initial
assessment of the shape of a bloodstain (Fig. 1) followed by further decisions taken on the basis of
the orientation, volume and distribution of bloodstains in the overall bloodstain pattern (Fig. 2).
While the taxonomy provides users with a systematic approach to pattern classification, some issues
have been noted with this method. It is suggested, for example, that certain criteria can be vague
and contain subjective elements which may result in ambiguity. In response to this, quantitative
pattern measures have been suggested as one method of promoting clarity and objectivity in the
criteria that comprise bloodstain pattern taxonomies [17]. However, it has been argued on the other
hand, that using quantitative pattern measures might lead to uncertainties in the boundaries between
groups, thus, making them subject to attacks in court [18].

Fig. 1: Taxonomical Approach to Classification [6] (reproduced with permission – Appendix I)

Fig. 2: Decision Map [6] (reproduced with permission – Appendix I)
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1.2.5 Current methods of pattern characterisation are unreliable
A growing body of research has demonstrated that there are measurable levels of unreliability
surrounding the current methods of pattern characterisation employed by BPA analysts [19–21].
Studies by Taylor et al. [20] showed that 13.1% of classifications of bloodstain patterns deposited
on rigid-non-absorbent surfaces did not include the correct pattern type. Similarly, incorrect
classifications were observed for 23% of classifications involving bloodstain patterns on fabric
surfaces [21]. Overall, these measures of unreliability reflect the potential errors that analysts can
make during the pattern classification process, which could be especially exacerbated in the absence
of a discipline-standard methodology that incorporates established benchmarks and ongoing checks
and balances.
1.2.6 Human-expert interpretation of bloodstain patterns may be vulnerable to
contextual bias
Encountering contextual information is generally unavoidable for a BPA analyst, especially when
crime scene attendance is warranted. Extraneous information present at the crime scene (e.g.
weapons or incriminating objects) or information that is communicated by law enforcement or
medical personnel may unintentionally exert an influence on the way a BPA analyst might interpret
the related bloodstain pattern evidence. Recent studies have produced compelling evidence to show
that BPA analysts are indeed susceptible to the effects of contextual bias [22–23]. Contextual bias is
defined as the observation that decisions have been influenced in the direction of the biasing
information and conclusions are based on information that was obtained independant of the
bloodstain pattern [24]. Contexual bias is a well-studied phenomenon known to arise in a number of
forensic comparison disciplines such as fingerprint [25–26] and bitemark comparison [27]. It is
clear from the findings of these studies, that a complete awareness of the issues arising from
contextual bias is pertinent to BPA practitioners.
1.2.7 Blood is a rheologically complex fluid; knowledge of the fundamental science is
still evolving
Bloodstain pattern deposition is the result of a rheologically complex fluid, that has experienced a
number of fluid-dynamic events leading up to its deposition on a surface. The aim of the Fluid
Dynamics discipline is to quantitatively describe these fluid dynamic events by studying the motion
of fluids (or gases and liquids) and evaluate the causes of their motion [28]. The incorporation of
fluid dynamic principles in BPA research is the result of a relatively recent collaboration between
the BPA and Fluid Dynamics disciplines. Thus, a complete understanding of the fundamental
mechanical processes involved in bloodstain pattern deposition is an actively growing area of
6

research. This has largely been facilitated by the use of high-speed digital video technology to study
the genesis of bloodstain patterns on different substrates and in different formation scenarios (e.g. in
[29–33]). It is well accepted, however, that a complete understanding of the fluid dynamics of a
bloodletting event must be achieved in order to obtain a reliable interpretation of a resultant
bloodstain pattern [34]. Hence, ongoing Fluid-Dynamics research is mandatory to further the
knowledge base of the fundamental science in bloodstain pattern deposition.
1.2.8 Summary
The key issues that have been outlined above provide a rich basis for research and development in
the BPA discipline. It is evident that increased objectivity and a discipline-standard methodology
were among the immediate requirements of the discipline. To that end, there appeared to be an
argument for the development of a completely new BPA classification method that was based on
observable and potentially measurable characteristics of a bloodstain pattern. Thus, the application
of computer-based methods and novel technology presented a useful starting point for the research
outlined in this thesis.

1.3 Research Objectives
The overall objective of this research is to develop and utilise computer-based methods in three
important areas concerning bloodstain pattern characterisation. These areas are: bloodstain pattern
data collection, the mindset of the BPA analyst and the development of an automated bloodstain
pattern recognition system. It is proposed that leveraging on technology in these specific areas will
lead to a greater understanding of both the cognitive and technical processes that are involved in
BPA. This will include the development of specific automated tools that can be used to measure
qualitative aspects of a pattern, thereby improving objectivity. Furthermore, it is hypothesised that
automated methods could eventually form the basis to a rigorous bloodstain pattern characterisation
methodology that is currently lacking in the discipline. The research had three main objectives (1 to
3) and a set of individual targets. These are outlined as follows:
1. To develop a comprehensive automated methodology for the collection of quantitative
bloodstain pattern data.
I.

Identify the main properties of bloodstain patterns that are reported qualitatively by
bloodstain pattern analysts and in relevant BPA literature.

II.

Develop digital image-processing methods to enable the reproducible measurement of
the main properties of bloodstain patterns.
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III.

Develop suitable terminology for the description of the properties and components of
bloodstain patterns.

2. To gain an understanding of the mindset of bloodstain pattern analysts during a
bloodstain pattern classification task.
IV.

Undertake a study of bloodstain pattern analysts involving the application of eye
tracking technology to a bloodstain pattern classification task.

V.

Obtain verbal descriptions from bloodstain pattern analysts that outline the properties of
a bloodstain pattern that are deemed to be relevant for pattern classification.

VI.

Develop a computer-based method capable of interpreting and visually presenting raw
eye tracking data.

VII.

Identify the critical range of values that are associated with the diagnostic properties of a
bloodstain pattern.

3. To assess the viability of an automated bloodstain pattern recognition system capable
of distinguishing bloodstain patterns.
VIII.

Create bloodstain patterns that represent the variability exhibited by common spatter
bloodstain patterns found at crime scenes.

IX.

Generate a reference bloodstain pattern dataset by implementing a reliable digitisation
method that involves the systematic capture of high-resolution digital images.

X.

Integrate digital image-processing methods with pattern recognition algorithms to
establish an automated bloodstain pattern recognition system.

XI.

Validate the perfomance of the automated bloodstain pattern recognition system with an
independent bloodstain pattern dataset.
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1.4 Thesis Overview
This thesis is designed to show a logical progression in the research that eventually led up to the
development of an automated bloodstain pattern recognition system. The thesis is divided into
seven chapters. These include a relevant discussion of the main findings of a study that preceded
this thesis and three publications produced during the candidate’s doctoral research.
The chapters are divided as follows:
Chapter 1: Bloodstain Pattern Analysis
Chapter 2: An element-based approach to classification
Chapter 3: Extracting bloodstain pattern features
Chapter 4: An introduction to eye tracking
Chapter 5: Getting inside the mindset of the bloodstain pattern analyst
Chapter 6: Automated bloodstain pattern recognition
Chapter 7: Conclusion
References
Supplementary Materials
Appendices
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Chapter 2: An element-based approach to classification
“Lets go back to the basics!” – Dr Michael Taylor (2013)

Chapter Outline
2.1

Preface

2.2

Review
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A novel, element-based approach for the objective
classification of bloodstain patterns
Authors: Ravishka M. Arthur, Sarah L. Cockerton, Karla G. de Bruin, Michael C. Taylor
Published in: Forensic Science International. 2015; 257, 220–22
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.forsciint.2015.08.028

2.1 Preface
This chapter is intended to form a review of the main findings of a fundamental BPA study that
preceded the research in this thesis. The study focused on the description of bloodstain pattern
components and introduced a novel set of terms that could be used in bloodstain pattern
characterisation. These terms were subsequently adopted in this thesis.

2.2 Review
In this study, a novel method of characterising bloodstain patterns was developed. The method was
based on going ‘back to the basics’ of BPA and treating components of bloodstain patterns as
elements. Arthur et al. [17] defined elements as discrete, observable and potentially measurable
units of bloodstain patterns. For example, an elliptical-shaped element was described in terms of its
width and length. In taking this approach, the study emphasised the value of going back to the
basics of the initial description of the individual components of bloodstain patterns.
It is well-accepted that the use of well-defined terminology is fundamental to BPA. Arthur et al.
[17] took measures to establish appropriate descriptive terminology that could be used to describe
elements and their corresponding attributes. This included conducting a workshop with layparticipants to test and validate the understanding of particular descriptive terms. One of the many
tasks in the workshop involved drawing images in response to certain terms. Fig. 3, for example,
shows a common understanding of the terms “smooth continuous boundary” given the similarity in
the images that participants drew in response to these terms. Using descriptive and well-defined
terminology formed a crucial backbone to the way in which the research in this thesis has been
outlined.
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Fig. 3: Participant drawings in response to the terms ‘smooth continuous boundary’

The descriptive terms developed in the Arthur et al. [17] study were eventually built into a
classification scheme termed the ‘Atlas of Elements’ (see Table 1 for an excerpt). The Atlas lists
specific criteria pertaining to elements that are grouped on the basis of their appearance. For
example, element Group 3B shown in Table 1 describes elements that are oval-shaped and exhibit a
projection that was termed a ‘tail’. In addition to these criteria, the Atlas incorporated a description
of the fluid-dynamic mechanisms that were responsible for the creation of each of the element
types. This was illustrated by the range of static and high-speed digitial video images that captured
an element at various stages of its evolution. In essence, Arthur et al. [17] have designed a visual
tool that comprises of the necessary components of a BPA classification methodology. These
components include: descriptive pattern criteria, a fluid-dynamics description of the mechanism of
element formation that is supported by relevant digital images and a logical alphanumerical
grouping system. The Atlas of Elements thus opens many exploratory avenues and even lends itself
to the use of computer-based methods.
To assess the potential viability of using an Atlas of Elements for pattern classification, Arthur et al.
designed a classification test. This involved the participation of trained BPA analysts who were
each asked to classify a range of digitised examples of bloodstain elements. For example, as
expected, 75% of the analysts classified the element shown in Fig. 4 as belonging to group 3B,
whilst 25% of analysts classified the element as belonging to Group 4. Overall, the findings
demonstrated that a high degree of classification precision could be obtained by BPA analysts when
the Atlas of Elements was used for classification purposes. Moreover, these results emphasised the
value of the expertise that BPA analysts could offer especially when provided with appropriate
visual tools and a logical methodology.
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Classification Frequency (%)

3B

25%
75%

4

Fig. 4: Digitised image of a Group 3B element provided to participants and the resulting classification frequency

The Arthur et al. [17] study explored relationships, which were termed associations, between
different groups of elements and the potential for these associations to distinguish different
bloodstain pattern types. These relationships were evaluated using colour maps which illustrated the
spatial distribution of different element groups. For example, Figs. 5–6 show a digitised impact
spatter bloodstain pattern with its corresponding colour map that illustrates the distribution of the
corresponding element groups in different colours. On closer examination of a range of impact
spatter bloodstain patterns, this arrangement of element groups was suggested as a potentially
diagnostic attribute of an impact spatter pattern. However, it was cautioned, that further work would
be required to establish whether such associations were consistent across the range of impact spatter
bloodstain patterns expected of crime scenes. This novel concept of categorising element
associations offered one way of visualising the distribution of elements, and it was noted in this
study that there could be value in using computer-assisted methods to enhance the process.
Overall, the Arthur et al. [17] study shows that there is merit in going back to the basics of BPA
which should involve treating bloodstain patterns as observable and measurable elements of a
pattern. The use of appropriate descriptive terminology and the potential application of computerbased methods were emphasised by this study. These factors contributed to the strategy that was
implemented in this thesis.
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Fig. 5: Digitised impact spatter bloodstain pattern

Fig. 6: Colour map of impact spatter bloodstain pattern: Estimated Point of Origin (EPO), element groups: 1A (blue),
1B (pink), 1C (purple), 3A (green), 3B (black), 5 (red), 6 (yellow)
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Table 1: An excerpt from the Atlas of Elements showing elements in Group 3B [17]

Group 3B Elements

Fluid Dynamic Mechanisms

Element Attributes
Shape: Oval with a single
projection referred to as a
tail.
Projection consists of a
rounded tip and can appear
partially transparent.
Projection curves inwards on
both sides between the tip
and the base of the oval to
form a slim neck.
Diagrammatic Example

1. Upon impact of a free falling droplet onto the
surface of a pre-existing blood film, a sheet of
blood (forming a distinct crown shape) forms due
to a transfer of kinetic energy into surface energy
(i.e. radial expansion).

2. Group 3B elements begin their early stages of
formation from a secondary volume of blood that
has detached from the original sheet. Sheet break
up and detachment occurs due to the growth of
capillary waves travelling along the sheet.
3. A droplet and its associated ligament detach
from this secondary volume due to viscous shear
and the surface tension force.

High Speed Video Stills

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

4. The surface tension force causes prolate and
oblate oscillations which eventually die away
leaving the blood in a spherical shaped droplet.
Retraction of the ligament is seen as a result of
the surface tension force minimising the surface
area.
Examples of Variation

5. As the droplet impacts the surface at a low
impact angle and with low energy, a transfer of
kinetic to surface energy will drive spreading
along the surface. A larger volume of blood is
found at the base which causes it to appear raised.
6. Spreading is propagated along the surface. The
surface tension force can be seen to act on the
spherical tip.
7. Retraction as a result of the surface tension
force pulls some volume of blood to the centre of
the element. The early formation of the projection
is seen during this stage. This projection is
limited in length because of the low energy of the
impacting droplet.
8. Surface tension and viscous shear eventually
slow down and halt the spreading motion. The
single projection (tail) is more pronounced as
spreading has eventually halted. The blood
retains a raised profile.

9. Upon drying, the resulting element is an oval
shape with a single projection referred to as a tail.
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Grid Size = 10 mm x 10 mm
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Chapter 3: Extracting bloodstain pattern features
“A photograph is usually looked at – seldom looked into.” – Ansel Adams (1902–1984)

Chapter Outline
3.1

Introduction

3.2

General Methods

3.3

Image Processing Method Development and Results

3.4

Feature Extraction

3.5

Conclusion
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An image-processing methodology for extracting bloodstain
pattern features
Ravishka M. Arthur, Philomena J. Humburg, Jerry Hoogenboom, Martin Baiker, Michael C.
Taylor, Karla G. de Bruin
Appeared in: Forensic Science International: 2017; 277: 122–132
Type: Original Research Article
Permission: Appendix I
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.forsciint.2017.05.022

3.1 Introduction
Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) is the forensic discipline concerned with the evaluation and
interpretation of bloodstain patterns found at crime scenes. The analysis of bloodstain patterns can
provide investigators with useful information about the events that led up to a crime. BPA is
conducted primarily through direct crime scene evaluation or careful analysis of photographs of the
scene [5–7]. Central to BPA is the classification process. Bloodstain pattern classification is the
process of assigning a pattern to one or more categories based on the features of the pattern and
their relationship with the blood shedding event(s) that gave rise to them. This can assist the
reconstruction of the crime.
Bloodstain patterns tend to be classified and interpreted simultaneously in line with current BPA
terminology [8] that is used by BPA analysts when documenting bloodstain patterns. This
terminology is predominantly mechanism-focused [17] and can lead to analysts associating a cause
before a full set of observations has been made about the pattern [11, 17]. It is well known that
some bloodletting events can give rise to bloodstain patterns that exhibit similar or indistinguishable
features [6–7]. This can create challenges for the analyst in distinguishing the underlying
mechanism(s) and can subsequently lead to conflicts in pattern classification between analysts, e.g.
[15, 35]. There are also limitations for the analyst if the pattern cannot be compared to measurable
pattern criteria. The lack of objective, measurable pattern criteria has been identified as one
drawback of current bloodstain pattern taxonomies [17].
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In recent years, research effort has been directed towards the perceived need to make forensic
pattern comparison tasks more objective. This has generally involved the application of suitable
image-processing methods to provide numerical data for identification or comparison. Digital
image-processing methods have been used to enhance video-surveillance data [36–37], for latent
fingerprint recognition [38–39] and for shoeprint comparisons [40–42]. In most cases, the aim has
been to improve the resolution of images, enhance human interpretation in the presence of
compounding backgrounds or to detect images that have been tampered with [37]. Techniques such
as spectral processing and noise reduction filtering have been applied to bloodstain images to
improve and enhance the contrast between bloodstains and dark substrates [43]. Cropping, grayscale conversion and resampling have been used in processing infrared images of bloodstains on
clothing substrates [44]. Finally, binarisation [45–47], contrast stretching [48], edge detection [49]
contour extraction [50] and object recognition [51] have also been used as part of early processing
steps in studies involving bloodstain pattern images. In the current study, a variety of imageprocessing steps were integrated to form a detailed image-processing methodology for the analysis
of digital images of bloodstain patterns to enable the direct measurement of well-known pattern
features.
The goal of this methodology is to enable analysts to generate reliable pattern data that will assist
them in reaching objective conclusions about the pattern. This method aims to mimic the feature
extraction process that is often subconsciously carried out by a BPA analyst. Furthermore, this
approach may be effective in dealing with the often ‘noisy’ data inherent in many bloodstain
patterns, arising from scene artefacts and substrate effects. It also enables the extraction of
quantitative data from bloodstain patterns thereby providing a direct source of measurable pattern
criteria for bloodstain pattern taxonomies. This methodology was produced within the context of an
impact spatter pattern, However, with the future capability of including the analysis of other
bloodstain pattern types, this methodology lends itself to an automated system that distinguishes
different bloodstain patterns.
To develop and illustrate the application of the method, a laboratory-generated impact spatter
bloodstain pattern was used. Spatter bloodstain patterns comprise of stains resulting from blood
droplets that have been put into free flight. One type of spatter pattern is an impact pattern. This is
defined as a “bloodstain pattern that results from an object striking liquid blood” [8]. Under ideal
conditions, impact patterns can exhibit a number of characteristic and reproducible properties that
can be identified by a trained BPA analyst. These properties formed the basis of the choice of
features that were extracted from the pattern used in this study. For example, impact spatter stains
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can appear to radiate outwards with a progressive change in the shape and size towards the
periphery of the overall pattern. In addition to this, impact patterns often have many ellipticalshaped stains (Fig. 7). These stains are generally composed of an elliptical parent body connected
(sometimes only partially) to a tail [6–7]. The tail in combination with its elliptical body can be
used to make inferences about the directionality of the droplet at the time of impact and used further
to estimate an area of convergence5 [6,52]. An ellipse can be used to model the key parameters of
spatter stains, such as its shape and orientation. The lengths of the major and minor axes are used in
BPA calculations to estimate the droplet impact angle (α) as shown in Eq. (1) [53]. The angle
between the major axis and a vertical reference line, referred to as the gamma angle (γ), can be used
to estimate the approximate trajectory of the blood droplet that resulted in the stain [6–7]. It is
important to note that fitting an ellipse to a bloodstain is generally conducted using only the
elliptical parent body of the stain. The tail, if present, is not taken into account. It can be challenging
to estimate the boundary between the body and tail of an elliptical stain, potentially leading to
imprecise ellipse-fitting and the underestimation of the impact angle [54]. Finally, a dynamic
spattering event can lead to differences in the colour and the distribution of stains. For instance,
smaller stains can appear lighter in colour due to a smaller volume of blood that is present.

α = arcsin

Minor Axis Length
Major Axis Length

(1)

Tail

Elliptical Parent Body

Fig. 7: Elliptical bloodstain with parent body and tail components

5

The area containing the intersections generated by lines drawn through the major axes of individual stains that
indicates in two dimensions the location of the blood source [8].
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In this paper, a novel image-processing methodology is presented for the analysis of digital
bloodstain pattern images. This method comprised a sequence of image-processing steps leading to
the automated extraction of diagnostic features (Fig. 8). These features were based in part on the
well-known properties of impact spatter bloodstain patterns that are used by analysts.

1. Pattern
Creation and Digitisation

2. Background Subtraction

3. Element Segmentation and
Cropping

4. Morphological Operations

5. Labeling and Measuring
Elements

6. Feature Extraction

Fig. 8: Overview of the image-processing methodology

3.2 General Methods
3.2.1 Definitions
The use of well-defined nomenclature is of paramount importance to the discipline of BPA. In this
study, the following definitions have been used. An element is defined as a contiguous group of
pixels in a digitised image of a bloodstained region. A pattern is defined as some subset of elements
that are considered to be related. Both elements and patterns are regarded as having properties, for
example, shape, lightness or size (Table 2). Where these properties are measurable, they are termed
features. In an image-processing context, a feature generally refers to a global property of an image
such as the average gray level, or a local property of an image such as circles, lines or elements
composing a textured region [55]. In this study, measurable properties of elements were termed
local features and measurable properties of patterns were termed global features (Table 2).
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Table 2: Element and pattern properties and their corresponding local or global feature

Property
Shape
Shape
Shape
Shape
Size
Lightness
Orientation of
element
Overall directionality
of elements
Convergence
Directionality of
pattern
Distribution of
elements
Distribution of
elements

Feature
Tail to Body Ratio
Width to Length Ratio
(Impact angle of blood drop)
Area of Element to Area of
Convex Hull6 Ratio
Perimeter of Inscribed Circle to
Perimeter of Element Ratio
Element Area
Element Intensity
Gamma Angle7
(Directionality of blood drop)
Standard Deviation of
Orientation Angle8
Proportion of Intersecting
Major Axes

Local/Global
Local

Linearity

Global

Circularity of Convex Hull

Global

Element Density

Global

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Global
Global

3.2.2 Pattern creation
Porcine blood, an accepted blood substitute [56], was used to create the pattern for this study. Blood
was refrigerated upon collection and used within 2–4 days. Prior to use, the blood was warmed in a
water bath to 37°C. A single laboratory-generated bloodstain pattern (Fig. 9) was prepared by
simulating an impact event using an in-house impact device [57]. A 3kg sliding weight was released
at the top of a steel rod at a height of 980 mm, onto a 2.5 mL pool of blood located at the base of the
device. The resulting pattern was captured on the rough side of a plain cardboard sheet and allowed
to dry for 24 hours. This pattern was referred to as the “test pattern.”
3.2.3 Digitisation
The pattern was photographed using a Nikon 36.3 MP D810 with a Nikon AF-S 60 mm macro lens
to produce a lossless JPEG image (3860 x 4912 pixels). The resolution of this image was 10.1
pix/mm as measured by ImageJ 1.48v software (accessed July 2016, Public domain,

6

The smallest convex region that encloses a set of points [55].
The angle of a droplet as it strikes a target in relation to a vertical reference line [6–7].
8
The angle between the x-axis and the major axis of an ellipse [58].
7
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https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) [58]. With this resolution, elements of 1 mm or greater in size could be
resolved.

Fig. 9: Laboratory-generated impact spatter bloodstain pattern

3.3 Image-processing method development and results
3.3.1 Data import
The JPEG image was imported into Matlab R2015b [59] using the built-in image reader, and then
subjected to pre-processing steps using functions from the DIPImage Matlab Toolbox [60].
3.3.2 Background subtraction
First, the image was converted to a gray-scale intensity image. Then the image was subsampled
(factor of 8) and a median filter (window size of 50) applied. Following these steps, the intensity of
the background was estimated using the subsampled image in order to account for the nonhomogeneous background intensity of the test pattern. The background intensity image was
resampled back to its original dimensions and the resultant image was subtracted from the original
image. In this manner, the background was removed. Finally, contrast gray-value stretching was
undertaken to improve the contrast in the image. This resulted in the image presented in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10: Background subtracted image

3.3.3 Element segmentation
The next step in the method involved the segmentation of objects of interest (elements) in the
image. Segmentation is the partitioning of an image into desirable regions based on abrupt changes
in the intensity in the image [55]. The histogram of intensity for the bloodstain pattern (Fig. 11) was
initially inspected and used as the basis for selecting an appropriate thresholding algorithm for
segmenting groups of element pixels. Due to the weak intensity of foreground element pixels as
illustrated by the small peak in the histogram (Fig. 11), the Triangle thresholding algorithm [61]
was ultimately selected. This threshold has been experimentally shown to perform better
segmentations on images with weak foreground pixel intensities [62]. The Triangle threshold
(plotted as the blue line in Fig. 11) can be defined as the point corresponding to the maximum
distance (d) that is located from an orthogonal line (see straight line of Fig. 11) constructed between
the maximum (Bmax) and minimum brightness values (Bmin). In this study, the Triangle threshold
was also compared against the default method of Matlab (Otsu’s threshold [63]). Results
demonstrated that the Triangle threshold segmented a larger number of element pixels than Otsu’s
threshold (green line, Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11: Histogram of pixel intensity: Triangle method (blue) compared to Otsu’s method of segmentation (green) to
separate foreground from background pixels. Maximum (Bmax) and Minimum (Bmin) brightness values are indicated.

3.3.4 Cropping
The image was cropped by a one-pixel line on all four sides of the pattern, to eliminate pixels
corresponding to the edges of the cardboard sheet. Pixels corresponding to a ruler located in the
original image were converted into background pixels. The resultant image is shown in Fig. 12 and
is referred to as the “binary image.”

Fig. 12: Binarised and cropped bloodstain pattern
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3.3.5 Morphological operations: Tail removal
Morphological operations such as binary erosion and dilation are commonly used in imageprocessing applications to extract image components that are useful in the representation and
description of the shape of an object [55]. These morphological operators were applied in this study
to generate a second binary image. Binary erosion with four iterations was carried out using a
diamond-shaped structuring element (R9 = 2). This was designed to eliminate noise and remove any
pixels that corresponded to element tails. Binary dilation with four iterations was performed
following this, to restore all elements back to their original size. The resultant image is shown in
Fig. 13 and is referred to as the “eroded/dilated image.”

Fig. 13: Eroded/dilated image: Zoomed inset shows elements without tails

3.3.6 Labeling and measuring elements
All elements greater than 10 pixels (elements less than 10 pixels could not be resolved) in both the
binary image and eroded/dilated image were identified and labeled with element ID’s using 8connected components labeling10. This resulted in 420 labeled elements in the test pattern. Labeling
was done to enable the visual identification of elements in the pattern. An automated mapping
between the binary and eroded/dilated images was also established in order to identify pairs of

9

R specifies the distance from the structuring element origin to the points of the diamond.
Connected components labeling scans an image and groups the pixels into components based on pixel connectivity
(i.e. all pixels in a connected component share similar pixel intensity values and are in some way connected with
each other) [59].

10
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corresponding elements in both images. Following this, relevant element measurements were
computed from both patterns, using the Matlab built-in blob measurement function regionprops.
This function is based on an ellipse that Matlab fits to a region regardless of its shape. These
measurements include: centroid11 , eccentricity12 , lengths of the major and minor axes of the
Matlab-fitted ellipse, orientation angle13, perimeter14, eight region extrema points15 and area16.
3.3.7 Expressing image location
An intrinsic spatial coordinate system (x,y coordinates) can be used in Matlab to express the
location of pixels in an image (Fig. 14). Due to the way images are typically viewed, the y axis
increases downward, the x axis increases horizontally and the origin (0,0)17 is located at the top, left
of an image.
0
x

0

y

Fig. 14: Location of pixels in an image using an intrinsic spatial coordinate system

3.3.8 Identifying the elliptical elements
Certain pattern features that were introduced in this paper (Tail/body ratio, Gamma Angle,
Proportion of intersecting major axes and Linearity) relied on the preliminary isolation of the
elliptically-shaped elements in the pattern. Ellipse-fitting has been the subject of previous
bloodstain measurement research [64]. Using Matlab-based measurements for the centroid and axis
lengths, a parametrically-fitted18 ellipse was generated for each element in the test pattern. Criteria,
11

The centre of mass of a region [59].
Ratio of the distance between the foci of the ellipse and its major axis length [59].
13
The angle between the x-axis and the major axis of the Matlab-fitted ellipse [59].
14
The distance in pixels around the boundary of the region [59].
15
An 8-by-2 matrix of (x,y) coordinates for the furthermost points in the region [59].
16
The number of pixels in the region [59].
17
Functions in the DIPImage Toolbox use the intrinsic spatial coordinate system. However, Matlab has a default
(1,1) origin for images.
18
Parametric ellipse is an ellipse with centre (h, k) and semi-axes a and b [65):
!!!
!!!
( )2 + ( )2 = 1, for the set of points (x(t), y(t)) where
!
!
x(t) = h + a cos (t)
y(t) = k + b sin (t) and 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π
12
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based on comparing the shape of each element in the test pattern with its corresponding
parametrically-fitted ellipse were developed and used to determine how elliptical the shape of an
element was. These criteria were: the Maximum Nearest-Neighbour Distance, which is a parameter
that compares the Euclidean distances of pixels along the boundary of an element to pixels along
the boundary of the fitted ellipse, the Jaccard Index [66], which assesses the similarity of a shape to
that of an ellipse and finally, the Eccentricity, which calculates the amount of deviation from a
circular shape that the element exhibits. Experimentally-derived thresholds for each criterion were
used for the final identification of elliptical elements (refer to S1 of the Supplementary Materials).
Overall, 262 elements (out of a total of 420 i.e. 62%) in the test pattern were designated as elliptical.
Fig. 15 illustrates the ellipse-fitting that resulted during the isolation of the elliptical elements in the
test pattern.

Fig. 15: Elliptically-shaped elements with parametrically-fitted ellipses (blue)

3.3.9 Relevant element and pattern properties
Four element properties and four pattern properties, traditionally used by analysts to classify spatter
patterns, were chosen. For the element properties, these were: the shape, size, lightness and
orientation and for the pattern properties, these were: the overall directionality of elements,
convergence of elements to a common region, the directionality of the pattern and the distribution
of elements. Using the element measurements obtained from the binary and eroded/dilated images,
computer-assisted methods were used to quantify these properties leading to values associated with
either a local element or a global pattern feature in the test pattern (Table 2).
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3.4 Feature Extraction
3.4.1 Shape: Tail to body ratio
The tail to body ratio was introduced in this work as a novel measure of the shape of an elliptical
element. This ratio used the element components illustrated in Fig. 7. This feature was defined as
the ratio of the length of the tail to the length of the entire element (body + tail) (Eq. 2). To measure
the length of the tail and body of an element, the binary and eroded/dilated images were used as
separate inputs for identifying three specific extrema points (Extrema 1–3, Fig. 16) from a pool of
eight extrema points (Fig. 16a) and one centroid point generated by the Matlab regionprops
function. First, the centroid was computed for elliptical elements in the binary image (Fig. 16b).
Euclidean distances were then computed between the centroid and each of the eight individual
extrema points located at the furthermost part of the element using the pdist function. The
calculation of the maximum Euclidean distance led to the identification of the extrema point located
at the tip of the tail (Extrema 1) (Fig. 16b). To determine the opposite end of the element, eight
extrema points were similarly computed for the corresponding element in the eroded/dilated image
(Fig. 16c). Euclidean distances were computed in this case between each of these eight extrema
points and Extrema 1 in the binary image. This led to the identification of the extrema point located
at the furthermost point from the tail found at the base of the elliptical parent body (Extrema 3).
Conversely, the minimum Euclidean distance led to the identification of Extrema 2 thereby marking
the intersection between the tail and elliptical parent body (Fig. 16c). The length of the tail was
subsequently calculated as the Euclidean distance between Extrema 1 and 2 while the length of the
entire body was calculated as the Euclidean distance between Extrema 1 and 3.
Overall, 113 of the 262 elliptical elements (i.e. 43%) in the test pattern were characterised using the
tail to body ratio (the remaining elements did not have a measurable tail). The mean tail to body
ratio was 0.21 (i.e. 21% of the entire element is made up of the tail) with a minimum ratio of 0.02
and a maximum ratio of 0.85. Further analysis of other bloodstain pattern types will be required to
determine if this distribution of ratios is characteristic of spatter patterns. Furthermore, the tail to
body ratio could serve as a filter that identifies elements that are distinctly elliptical-shaped and
therefore likely to give better estimates of directionality. In fact, selecting elliptical stains has been
recommended for the estimation of the area of origin in impact spatter patterns [52].
Length of Tail

Tail/Body Ratio = Length of Body + Length of Tail
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Fig. 16: (a) Eight extrema located at the further most part of a region (b) Extrema corresponding to the top of the tail
(Extrema 1) and (c) Extrema corresponding the top of the ellipse (Extrema 2) and bottom of the ellipse (Extrema 3)

3.4.2. Shape: Width to length ratio (Impact angle)
The width to length ratio of an element can be used to estimate the angle at which a blood droplet
impacts a surface (Eq. (1)) [53]. This angle was calculated for all elements in the binary image of
the test pattern using the lengths of the major and minor axes that were generated by the Matlab
regionprops function (Fig. 17). In the test pattern, the mean impact angle was 49.6 ± 17.3° with
impact angles ranging from 12.2° to 90°. Coloured bounding boxes19 were used to categorise all the
elements according to their corresponding impact angle (Fig. 18). Different colours represented
discrete ranges of impact angles. For example, the blue boxes enclosed elements with an impact
angle between 0 and 14°. This method enabled the visualisation of any change in impact angles
throughout the pattern and showed decreasing impact angles toward the periphery of the test
pattern, which is an expected characteristic of impact spatter patterns [6]. Categorising element

19

A set of coordinates corresponding to the smallest rectangle containing the element [59]
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properties in this way is also expected to be beneficial when dealing with complex or overlapping
bloodstain patterns.

Major Axis

Minor Axis

Fig. 17: The impact angle calculated from the ratio of the lengths of the major and minor axes

Impact
Angle
0°–14°

Key

15°–29°
30°–44°
45°–59°
60°–74°
75°–90°

Fig. 18: Bounding box plot that shows decreasing impact angles toward the periphery of the test pattern
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3.4.3 Shape: Area of element to area of convex hull ratio
One important characteristic that can distinguish elements in a pattern is the regularity of the
element boundary or margin. Two novel measures of boundary irregularity were developed in this
study. The first was defined as the ratio of the area of an element to the area of its convex hull as
shown in Eq. (3). The convex hull is the smallest convex region that encloses a set of points and can
be visualised as a rubber band stretched around the boundary of an element [55]. The ratio was
calculated by first obtaining boundary pixels of an element with the bwboundaries function and
then using these pixels as an input to the regionprops and polyarea functions to obtain the convex
hull and area of each element in the binary image. Values for this feature vary between zero and
one. For an element with a smooth, uniform boundary (Fig. 19a) the ratio lies closer to one,
reflecting a convex hull that fits closely to the boundary of the element (e.g. 0.93 for the element in
Fig. 19a). On the other hand, an element with an irregular boundary (Fig. 19b)
will have a lower
Boundary
ratio representing a less well-fitted convex hull (e.g. 0.74 for the element in Convex
Fig. 19b). In the
test
Hull
pattern, the mean ratio for all elements was 0.40.
Area of Element

Irregularity = Area of Convex Hull

(3)

Boundary
Convex Hull

Boundary
Convex Hull

(a)

(b)

Fig. 19: (a) Element with a closely fitted convex hull (b) Element with a less well-fitted convex hull
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3.4.4. Shape: Perimeter of inscribed circle to perimeter of element ratio
The second measure of irregularity was defined as the ratio of the perimeter of an inscribed circle to
the perimeter of the body of an element (without a tail) as shown in Eq. (4). This measure compares
the shape of the body of an element to a circle that is fitted within the boundaries of that element.
First, perimeter values for all elements were computed using the regionprops function. Then, an
image containing only these perimeter pixels was computed for all elements using the
eroded/dilated image as an input to the bwperim function. Following this, the perimeter image was
used as the input into the max inscribed circle function [67]. This function determines the centre
points and radius of an inscribed circle that is located at the maximum distance from the closest
inside edge of the element. Following this, the perimeter of the circle was computed. Values of this
feature range from zero to one, with a value of one for an element that has a perfectly circular
shape. For example, the nearly circular element in Fig. 20a has a ratio of 0.92. The element in Fig.
20b, however, has a ratio of 0.42 suggesting that the element boundary is irregular. In some cases,
this irregularity could indicate that the element has one or more tails. In the test pattern, the mean
inscribed circle ratio of elements was 0.71 with a minimum ratio of 0.23 and a maximum ratio of
0.92.

Irregularity =

Perimeter of Inscribed Circle

(4)

Perimeter of Element Body

Centre of Circle

Centre of Circle

Centre of Circle

(b)

(a)

Fig. 20: (a) Near-circular element (b) Irregular element
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3.4.5 Size: Element area
The distribution of element sizes in a bloodstain pattern is traditionally used to categorise different
types of spatter patterns [6]. In this study, the size of an element was computed (using the binary
image) as the area of the element (i.e. number of pixels in the element region). This was obtained
using the regionprops function. A frequency distribution plot shows that the majority of elements
(65%) in the test pattern were less than 5 mm2 in size (Fig. 21). This corresponds to a circular
element with a diameter of approximately 2.5 mm.

Fig. 21: Frequency distribution plot of the area of elements in the test pattern

3.4.6 Lightness: Element intensity
The lightness of elements within a pattern can offer clues about the underlying bloodletting
mechanism(s). For example, blood that has been ejected from the mouth may exhibit a lighter
appearance as a result of its dilution with saliva [6]. In this study, the lightness of an element was
defined by its predominant pixel intensity characterised by the L*A*B* 20 colour space and
segmented via an augmented K-means clustering method [68]. All element pixels obtained from the
binary image21 were initially transformed into the L*A*B* colour space. With the augmented Kmeans clustering method, two cluster centres (centroids) corresponding to a cluster of lighter and a
20

L*A*B* refers to the luminosity and chromaticity colour space that was adopted by the International Commission
on Illumination in 1976.
21
The binary image was used as a mask.
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cluster of darker pixels were obtained. The algorithm was initialised with centroids corresponding
to two shades of red (this was enabled by using existing colour information in the A*B* space). In
each iteration of a loop, the distance from element pixels to the centroids was calculated using the
squared Euclidean distance metric. Each pixel was assigned to the nearest centroid, and the
centroids were recalculated. This process was repeated until all element pixels were assigned to the
cluster with the closest centroid and a cluster label allocated. The mean of the cluster labels for all
pixels within one element was used to group each element into one of three intensity groups. These
were: light, dark and medium intensity. The percentages of elements in each of the three groups in
the test pattern were 24%, 70%, and 6% respectively.
3.4.7 Orientation of elements: Gamma angle (γ)
The gamma angle22 (γ) defines the angle of a droplet as it strikes a target in relation to a vertical
reference line [6–7] and has values ranging from 0 to 360° [69]. The gamma angle can be used to
describe the direction of the blood droplet prior to its deposition. First, the orientation angle,
centroid and bounding boxes were obtained for all the elliptical elements in the test pattern. The
orientation angle is the angle between the major axis of an element and the horizontal x-axis of the
pattern (Fig. 22a). These values were computed via regionprops using the binary and the
eroded/dilated images as inputs respectively. The position of the centroid within the bounding box
(i.e. top half or bottom half) was used to determine if an element was upward or downward
travelling. For example, the centroid of the element in Fig. 22b is located in the bottom half of the
bounding box. This means that the body of the element is below the tail and the element is therefore
upward-travelling. Following this, a set of conditions was then defined based on the respective
orientation angle of the element (See S2 of the Supplementary Materials) and used as the basis for
establishing the direction of travel (left or right travelling). This resulted in the following categories:
Downward-right, Upward-left, Downward-left and Upward-right, Horizontal (right), Horizontal
(left). For the test pattern, Table 3 indicates the proportion of elliptical elements (262 elements) and
the proportion of all pattern elements (420 elements) that were placed in each of the corresponding
gamma angle categories. These results indicate that overall, 38% of all elements in the test pattern
represented drops that were upward-travelling (Table 3). The remaining 158 elements of the test
pattern comprised of elements that were either irregular or circular. For these elements, the
orientation angle could not be estimated, hence, gamma angles could not be calculated.

22

The angle between the long axis of a spatter element and a defined reference line on the target [8].
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Bounding Box
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γ

(a)
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*

Centroid

Fig. 22: (a) The gamma angle (γ) calculated using the major axis and orientation angle of the element (b) Bounding box
enclosing upward-right travelling element with centroid located in the bottom half of the bounding box

Table 3: Proportion of elements in each gamma angle category

Downward-right

Proportion (%) of
Elliptical Elements
(262)
7.6

Proportion (%) of
all pattern
elements (420)
4.8

Upward-left

15.6

9.8

Downward-left

8.4

5.2

Upward-right

45

28.1

Almost horizontal (right)

11.5

7.1

Almost horizontal (left)

11.8

7.4

Gamma Angle
Category

3.4.8 Overall directionality of elements: Standard deviation of orientation angle
The distribution of orientation angles was used to assess the overall coherence in blood droplet
trajectories at the time of their deposition. The standard deviation of the orientation angle was
calculated and reported as the value for this feature. The standard deviation indicated the overall
variability in the orientation angle of elements in the pattern. The standard deviation is expected to
be lower if elements are oriented in the same general direction (e.g. parallel) and higher if elements
are oriented in many different directions. In the test pattern, the standard deviation of the orientation
angle was 51.1° indicating a wide range of directionalities, which was expected for a radiating
impact pattern.
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3.4.9 Convergence: Proportion of intersecting major axes
The area of convergence is used by BPA analysts to deduce the position of the blood source [7].
Current methods that are used to determine the area of convergence rely on elliptically-shaped
elements because these elements provide a reliable measure of directionality. To determine this area
in the test pattern, therefore, lines were first plotted along the major axes of all elliptical elements
(Fig. 23a). Following this, a heat map was generated to visualise the area where most lines
overlapped (hot spot) (Fig. 23b). To quantify this overlap, the image was first smoothed using a
Gaussian filter and the point of maximum intensity was computed (green dot of Fig. 23b). This
point was used as the centre of a vertically-oriented rectangle (1000 x 2000 pixels) whose
dimensions corresponded to the smallest rectangle that would enclose the red, yellow and most of
the green areas of the hotspot). This rectangle was deemed to be the area of convergence for the test
pattern. The proportion of elements whose major axis intersected with any pixel along the boundary
of the convergence rectangle was reported as the convergence feature. In the test pattern, 250 out of
a total of 420 elements (60%) intersected with the region of convergence (Fig. 23c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 23: (a) Major axis lines plotted for elliptical elements (b) Heat map indicating the convergence region (red, yellow
and green hotspot) enclosed within a rectangle. A green dot is plotted within the rectangle marking the point of
maximum intensity of the area of convergence. (c) The elements highlighted in green have major axes that intersect
with the convergence region (red box).
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3.4.10 Directionality of the pattern: Linearity
In this study, a novel measure was introduced for approximating the overall directionality of
elements in a pattern. This measure was based on the general tendency for some elements in certain
bloodstain patterns to be distributed in a straight or curved path [6–7]. This straight or curved
distribution was termed linearity.
The centroids of the elliptical elements in the test pattern were first extracted from the
eroded/dilated image. Then, a third degree polynomial function as shown in Eq. (5) was calculated
with Matlab’s polyfit function, using the centroids of each elliptical element as its main input. This
function returned the coefficients (a, b, c and d of Eq. (5)) for a polynomial (𝑓(𝑥)) that were then
evaluated using the polyval function. Fig. 24 shows the resultant polynomial line that best fits the
elliptical elements in the test pattern. Following this, the polydist function [70] was used to calculate
the shortest Euclidean distance between each elliptical element and the polynomial curve. The
absolute distances were summed and divided by the total number of elliptical elements in the test
pattern (262). The mean Euclidean distance value from an elliptical element in the test pattern to the
polynomial curve was 55.2 mm.
To further assess how closely spaced the elements were to the polynomial line of fit, the coefficient
of determination23 (also known as the R2 value) was calculated using the polyfitn [71] function. The
R2 value was expected to be closer to one for a linear pattern (e.g. cast-off pattern) whilst the R2
value was expected to be closer to zero for elements that are widely dispersed in a pattern. For the
test pattern the R2 value was 0.26 indicating that, as expected, the pattern was not linear and
elements were more dispersed.
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎𝓍3 + 𝑏𝓍2 + 𝑐𝓍 + 𝒹

23

A measure of how close the data are to a fitted regression line.
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(5)

Fig. 24: The overall directionality of the test pattern using a third degree polynomial function (red line)

3.4.11 Distribution of elements: Circularity of convex hull
The overall distribution of elements in a pattern was measured using two methods. The first method
was based on a common measure of shape known as circularity and was designed to measure the
overall pattern shape. Circularity is used to determine whether an object in question is circular
where values approaching 0 indicate an increasingly elongated object and values approaching 1
indicate an increasingly circular object [72]. The circularity metric was used in this study to
describe the degree of circularity of the convex hull that enclosed all elements of the pattern (Fig.
25). First, the convex hull was computed using the eroded/dilated image as an input to the
bwconvhull function. The bwconncomp function was then used to label the convex hull. Following
this, regionprops was used to extract the area (A) and perimeter (P) values of the labeled convex
hull. These values were used as inputs to Eq. (6) leading to the circularity value of the convex hull.
The circularity of the convex hull enclosing all elements of the test pattern was 0.79.

Circularity of Convex Hull =
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4πA
P

(6)

Fig. 25: Convex hull (red outline) that enclosed all elements of the test pattern

3.4.12 Distribution of elements: Element density
The second method of measuring the distribution of elements in the pattern was defined as the
element density. This measure aimed to identify the approximate region in the pattern that
contained the highest density of elements. This region was based on a pre-defined box of known
dimensions. In this study, a box with an arbitrary size of 10 cm by 10 cm (100 cm2 area) was
chosen. The box was moved across the image at 1 cm intervals and at each box location, element
density was calculated as the total number of elements in the box divided by the area of the box.
The box location at which the number of elements was greatest was deemed to be the region of
highest element density.
For the test pattern this region was located on the bottom-left of the pattern (Fig. 26). In total, there
were 127 elements within this region corresponding to a density of 1.3 elements/cm2 . The overall
density of the test pattern, calculated from the total number of elements divided by the area of the
convex hull, was 0.34 elements/cm2. Element density may be a useful feature to discriminate
between patterns with different degrees of element dispersion but its measurement will depend on
the resolution of the imaging technique used.
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Fig. 26: Region of highest element density (red box)

3.5 Conclusion
In this paper, an image-processing methodology is reported for the analysis of digital images of
spatter patterns. This methodology enables the measurement of local and global features leading to
quantitative pattern data, which has been lacking in current bloodstain pattern taxonomies. This
method has the potential to be applied to various types of bloodstain patterns thereby generating
quantitative information in a rapid and efficient manner. This is particularly beneficial, given that
bloodstain patterns can be complex or comprise of overlapping elements. It is acknowledged, that
further work will be required to assess its suitability in analysing bloodstain patterns that have been
deposited onto varying substrates and in three dimensions.
The features that were developed and measured in this study provide a quantitative basis for
descriptive statements that are made by an analyst regarding the properties of a pattern. This can be
one method of bypassing the subjectivity and ambiguity that is often associated with pattern
documentation. These features also provide a valid source of data at the global pattern level. For
example, the mean element area, the standard deviation of the gamma angle, and the mean impact
angle could be calculated for different pattern types. These values could eventually form the basis
of a statistical method of discrimination between one or more different bloodstain pattern types. It is
also acknowledged that with further experimentation, it may be possible to develop numerical
methods to assist analysts with stain selection. This is particularly relevant to certain features that
depend on a subset of stains (e.g. elliptical stains for deducing the area of convergence).
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The results from the test pattern also indicate the value of developing features that directly relate to
the spatter characteristics that analysts traditionally use in pattern classifications. Some features that
were introduced in this study were new (e.g. tail to body ratio) while other features illustrate the
novel use of well-known shape measures to characterise the boundaries of elements (e.g. convex
hull). The use of bounding box plots to categorise elements also provides a useful method of
visualising relationships that could be of importance to a BPA analyst.
While the main goal of this study was to produce a methodology capable of generating quantitative
pattern data for analysts, it remains clear, that in order to distinguish bloodstain patterns, this
method must be used to evaluate a range of bloodstain pattern types. In the future, it is anticipated
that the values resulting from this multi-pattern analysis could become the basis to an automated
classification system that can be used by analysts to distinguish bloodstain patterns.
Furthermore, a unique set of terms were defined and used in this study to describe and represent
properties of elements in a bloodstain pattern. Moving forward, the addition of such terms to
existing BPA nomenclature will help to minimise mechanism-based conclusions and refine the
boundary between pattern classification and interpretation. Overall, there appears to be several
advantages in adopting a quantitative approach to pattern classification. This methodology serves as
a first step toward achieving this approach in BPA.
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Chapter 4: An introduction to eye tracking
“We let our eyes roam continually over the visual field, because that is the only way we can see as
distinctly as possible all the individual parts of the field in turn.”
―Hermann Von Helmholtz (1821–1894)
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4.1 What is eye tracking?
Eye tracking is a process of identifying where a person is looking and how they are looking. It is
mainly used to capture behaviour that is not always easy to control (e.g. participants in a study) or
behaviour that is not easy to observe (e.g. by researchers) [73]. An interest in recording eye
movements originated from studies that investigated the way people read and processed text [74–
75]. It was within the context of reading, researchers first observed that the eyes did not move as
smoothly as previously thought. This prompted the development of eye tracking devices and its
application to different areas of interest (e.g. the interactions of airline pilots with the instruments in
a cockpit [76]). Eye tracking has now evolved to become a widely used tool in research that spans
the neuroscience, psychology and computer science disciplines [77].

4.2 Why is eye tracking important?
Eye movements are an important physiological mechanism that bring a small fraction of the visual
field into high resolution, thus enabling the perception of fine detail. Most often, eye movements
will also cause attention to be diverted to the area in which an observer is focusing. Therefore, it is
presumed that by tracking eye movements, it may be possible to follow the path of attention that
was deployed by the observer [78]. This may provide useful information about what an observer
found interesting and potentially offer insight toward his/her train of thought. The link between
where an observer looks and what they are thinking has been defined as the eye-mind hypothesis
[79]. This hypothesis has been used in eye tracking studies to explain visual behaviour when a task
has been specified clearly to a group of subjects and the visual environment is directly relevant to
the nature of the study.
Pioneering research by Yarbus [80] involved tracking the eye movements of subjects who were
asked to view images containing natural objects and scenes. They were then queried about the
nature and content of the images (e.g.“what are the people wearing in the picture?”). Yarbus’ study
showed sequential viewing patterns over specific regions of an image. For example, subjects tended
to look back and forth between the mouth and eyes in response to queries about the face. Noton and
Stark [81] extended these findings to show that subjects indeed follow a particular sequence of eye
movements during the learning phase of pattern viewing (this sequence was referred to as a ‘scan
path’). This same viewing sequence tends to appear again in the first few eye movements of the
recognition phase, when a similar image is presented for a second time. Therefore, it was proposed
that image perception tends to be the result of the selection of the informative details of an image
which has been internally represented in memory as a pattern and stored as a network of different
scan paths (these scan paths will vary between individuals).
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4.3 What are eye movements?
Saccades are defined as rapid, ballistic eye movements that reposition the eye to a new location in
the visual environment [78]. These movements typically occur three to four times per second on
average (range in duration from 10 ms to 100 ms) and result in the suppression of vision. Visual
information is only obtained during fixations, which are defined as eye movements that stabilise the
retina over a stationary object of interest [78]. Fixations tend to last between one tenth and one-half
of a second, then the eye will proceed to move via a saccade onto another part of the visual field
[73]. Other eye movements (e.g tremor, drift and microsaccades) exist, however, fixations and
saccades appear to offer most insight in research applications. To that end, it has been suggested
that fixations tend to correspond to the desire to maintain gaze on an object of interest, while
saccades signal the desire to change ones focus of attention [78].

Fig. 27: The human visual field (reproduced with permission – Appendix I)

4.4 Why do the eyes need to move?
Without any rotation, the eyes pan a visual field of 180° horizontally (90° to the left, 90° to the
right) and 90° vertically (Fig. 27) [73]. When eye movement occurs, the eyes will eventually rest at
a certain position where the image can be projected onto the fovea. The fovea, located at the back of
the eye (close to the retina) is considered to be the position where visual acuity is the highest (Fig.
28). Images perceived by this region will appear sharper and colours will appear more prominent
than those of images that fall outside of the fovea (i.e. parafovea) (Fig. 29). Specialised retinal cells
will proceed to convert the image into a representation of the visual world under different exposures
that are subsequently transmitted as signals to the brain. Despite the fact that the fovea spans a small
region of the visual field, the amount of information that is received by this region at high
resolution is limited. Hence, the eyes need to move rapidly to bring multiple parts of an image into
focus.
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Fig. 28: The human eye (reproduced with permission – Appendix I)

Parafoveal Vision

Foveal Vision

Fig. 29: The area that appears in high resolution is represented by foveal vision; the farther away from the fovea
(parafoveal region), the more blurred the image becomes.

4.5 How does an eye tracker function?
Eye tracking devices in combination with computer software serve two main functions. First, eye
tracking devices register and track raw eye movement data (x and y coordinates relative to the
position of the eye) then, eye tracking software (e.g. Tobii Studio [82]) interpret this raw data and
relay it as relevant gaze information (i.e. fixations and saccades and their corresponding durations in
milliseconds). The Pupil Centre Corneal Reflection (PCCR) method is a commonly used method of
tracking eye movements. The method uses a near infrared light source to illuminate the eye. This
illumination leads to the production of highly visible reflections from the eye which are in turn,
captured by a camera. These images are then used to identify the reflection of the light source on
the cornea and in the pupil of the eye (Fig. 30). A resultant vector can be calculated by the angle
between the cornea and the pupil reflections. The direction of this vector, combined with other
geometrical features of the reflections are used to calculate the direction of the gaze. Finally, image
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processing algorithms combined with a physiological 3D model of the eye may be used to estimate
the position of the eye in space and estimate the point of gaze.

Fig. 30: Corneal reflections produced by an infrared light source to determine the position of the eye (reproduced with
permission – Appendix I)
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Chapter 5: Getting inside the mindset of a BPA analyst
“The soul has an interpreter - often an unconscious but still a faithful interpreter –
in the eye.” ― Charlotte Brontë (1847)
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5.1 Introduction
The visual evaluation of the shapes, sizes, and locations of bloodstains at a crime scene offers a
wealth of information about the action(s) that were associated with the bloodstain pattern
deposition. Bloodstain patterns are usually assigned to one or more categories, based on the
properties of the pattern and their relationship with the blood shedding event(s) that gave rise to
them, a process known as classification. It is well-established that there are a number of issues
associated with current methods of bloodstain pattern classification [11,17,83]. One persistent issue
is the lack of objective and clearly defined pattern criteria [83] in bloodstain pattern taxonomies.
Furthermore, it is unclear which stain or pattern properties are relied on by analysts for pattern
classification. It is reasonable to state that very little is understood about the mindset of the analyst
during complex pattern classification tasks.
In this study, it is contended that most of the relevant pattern information is obtained by bloodstain
pattern experts at the basic visual inspection stage. The human mind has been recognised as an
efficient pattern recognition device [84]. Recognising patterns provides an explanation for the
memory feats and skillset that are associated with experts in their domain of expertise [85]. The
goal of the present study was to take advantage of the expertise of well trained and experienced
analysts by combining knowledge of where they look in a pattern with what they state to be the
important properties of that pattern. It was expected that this would lead to the identification of the
critical range of values for each diagnostic feature of a pattern.
Eye tracking technology offers a direct and objective way of getting into the mind of an expert.
Pioneering research has established that the human eye moves to parts of a scene that are relevant or
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informative [79–80,86]. These eye movements can be used to evaluate the role of human perception
and cognition in complex tasks [73], how people experience products or interfaces [73,87], the gaze
behaviour of medical practitioners when diagnosing disease [88–90] and to identify differences
between experts and novices in domain-specific tasks [91]. The application of eye tracking to
answer forensically-relevant questions, however, has remained confined to a few studies [92–95].
For example, eye tracking data and qualitative descriptive data (or opinion data) have been
collected from experts and novices in tasks that involved the comparison of fingerprints [92] and
handwriting specimens [93–94] with valid reference samples. The findings of these studies
highlight the potential value of an eye tracking approach to pattern recognition tasks such as BPA.
Eye tracking is enabled by recording the ballistic movements of the eye known as saccades. These
movements direct the eye toward an area of interest that is perceived by the high-acuity region of
the eye. The interval during which the eye remains relatively still is defined as a fixation. Fixations
are an important measure of the acquisition and processing of visual information [96] which is
otherwise suppressed during a saccade. Fixations are defined by a fixation point (x and y
coordinates relative to the position of the eye) and a fixation duration (milliseconds). It is well
known that the nature of a particular task (e.g. scene perception or target search) will influence eye
movements and how they are interpreted [80]. For example, in reading tasks, as the difficulty or
complexity in comprehending the text increases, fixation duration increases [74]. On the other hand,
during image perception, a large number of fixations over a particular region may indicate that the
region is highly recognisable [97].
In this study, eye tracking technology was used to collect data from trained bloodstain pattern
analysts while they were inspecting a laboratory-made bloodstain pattern with the intent of
classifying it. Whilst viewing the pattern, eye movements were recorded. Following this, analysts
were asked to describe the stain or pattern properties that led to their classification. A recently
developed image-processing methodology [83] was used to quantify the main features of the
pattern, based on a range of properties that are traditionally used by analysts to classify spatter
patterns. This process eventually led to the delineation of ‘Areas of Interest’ (AOIs) that represented
different ranges of values for each feature. Eye tracking data was mapped to these AOI’s and
compared against data that was obtained from the analysts verbal descriptions following analysis.
This led to the identification of the value range(s) of each property that analysts exhibited a
measurable interest in, whilst classifying the bloodstain pattern.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Definitions
Terms used in this study followed those proposed by Arthur et al. [83]. An element was defined as a
contiguous group of pixels in a digitised image of a bloodstained region. A pattern was designated
as a subset of elements that were considered to be related. Both elements and patterns were
regarded as having properties such as the shape or colour. The measurable part of a property was
termed a feature. Local features represented properties of elements and global features represented
properties of patterns.

5.3 Methods: Experimental setup
5.3.1 Bloodstain pattern
A single, digitised laboratory-made impact spatter24 bloodstain pattern was used in this study (Fig.
31). This was referred to as the “test pattern”. The resolution of the image was 10.1 px/mm as
measured by ImageJ 1.48v software [58]. With this resolution, stains of approximately 1 mm or
greater in size could be resolved.

Fig. 31: Laboratory-generated impact spatter bloodstain pattern used in the eye tracking experiment (test pattern)

24

Bloodstain patterns that result from an object striking liquid blood [8].
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5.3.2 Analysts
Study participants comprised 24 bloodstain pattern analysts who were attendees at the 2015
International Association of Bloodstain Pattern Analysts (IABPA) Annual Training Conference.
Analysts had to report their practical BPA experience and whether they had normal or corrected
vision. Analysts were asked to refrain from wearing coloured lenses or makeup at the time of the
experiment. Ethics approval for human participants was granted by the Human Ethics Committee of
the University of Canterbury, New Zealand (HEC 2015/27LR-PS) and signed consent was obtained
from each participant (see Appendices II–IV).
5.3.3 Eye tracking method
Calibration and verification procedures were conducted at the outset of each experiment, to measure
both the performance of the analyst and the eye tracker [98]. In the standard calibration and
verification procedure, nine equally-sized, circular targets (black) were presented one at a time and
in a random order within the main regions of the screen (Fig. 32). After analysts looked at these
targets, a calibration plot was generated and visually inspected for accuracy25 and precision26.
During the experiment, the test pattern was presented as a digital colour image on the 15.6 inch
monitor (1920 x 1080 resolution) of a standard laptop, integrated with the Tobii X2-60 (60 Hz) eye
tracker (Tobii Technology, Stockholm, Sweden). The pattern was centred on the screen against a
white background (Fig. 32). All analysts were seated at an approximate distance of 65 cm from the
screen at the time of recording [82]. The test pattern was presented to analysts for a duration of 30
seconds. Short viewing times are traditionally used to limit recording uninformative data (e.g. in
[91–92]). During this period, analysts were asked to inspect the pattern as they normally would,
with the intent of classifying the pattern. They were told that their eye movements would be
recorded and were encouraged to remain still.

25
26

Accuracy is the difference between the true and measured gaze direction [99].
Precision is how consistent calculated gaze points are, when the true gaze direction is constant [99].
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Fig. 32: Digitised pattern is centred on the screen at the position of calibration targets #2, #5, #8.

A measure termed the gaze deviation (mm) was developed to assess the visual performance of the
viewer. It was defined as the distance between the centre of the calibration target (true gaze point)
and the gaze point that is recorded by the eye tracker (recorded gaze point) (Fig. 33), and is
determined using Eq. (7). The mean gaze deviation for calibration targets #2, #5 and #8 was
calculated for each analyst (Fig. 34). Three analysts were eventually excluded (Analysts 3, 4, 7)
because their gaze deviation was greater than the mean (18 mm) and an assessment of their
calibration plots according to the recommended guidelines [98] demonstrated poor calibration
results.
Gaze deviation = Tan(α) × average viewing distance

Gaze Deviation (mm)

*
*

True Gaze P
oint
α
Recorded Gaze Point

Average viewing
distance

Fig. 33: Gaze deviation of an analyst for a single calibration target
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(7)

Mean Gaze Deviation (mm)

---- Threshold for inclusion of analysts
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Fig. 34: Mean gaze deviation (mm) for calibration targets #2, #5 and #8

5.3.4 Pattern description
After viewing the test pattern, analysts were then instructed to a) state their classification of the
pattern using appropriate BPA nomenclature [8] and b) provide a description of the pattern features
that led to their classification. Audio and video data were recorded.

5.4 Methods: Data Analysis
5.4.1 Deriving the relevant properties from analysts pattern descriptions
The analysts’ pattern descriptions were used to derive the properties that they considered relevant
for the classification task. Descriptive terms were first identified, then allocated a numerical value
and categorised according to the element or pattern property it best represented. This process was
guided by knowledge of traditional BPA methods [6–7]. For each analyst, the combined set of
terms the analyst used (including its associated property) was tabulated. The proportion of analysts
who used terms associated with an element or pattern property was reported.
5.4.2 Quantifying the properties of the test pattern
The main properties of the test pattern were measured by a selection of five local features and one
global feature (Table 4), using an image-processing methodology [83]. These features were chosen
based on the well-known properties of impact spatter bloodstain patterns that are used by analysts.
The value of each feature was determined for all elements in the test pattern. The one global feature
considered was the estimated area of convergence. The area of convergence is defined as the “area
containing the intersections generated by lines drawn through the major axes of individual stains
that indicates in two dimensions the location of the blood source” [8]. For the test pattern, the area
of convergence was estimated using computer-assisted methods [83] which eventually led to a
vertically-oriented rectangle (1000 x 2000 pixels) located at the bottom of the pattern (blue
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rectangle in Fig. 35). Two arbitrarily located control regions of similar dimensions were also drawn
in the test pattern (red coloured rectangles in Fig. 35). To assess the relevance of the convergence
feature, the total time analysts spent fixating on the area of convergence was compared with the
time spent fixating on the elements inside the two control regions. S3 of the Supplementary
Materials outlines a description of all of the features, the expected values that an element could take
and relevant diagrammatic examples where applicable.
Table 4: Element and pattern properties and their corresponding local or global feature

Property
Size
Shape
Shape
Orientation of
the element
Colour
Convergence

Feature
Element Area
Width to Length Ratio
(Impact Angle of the blood
drop)
Tail to Body Ratio
Gamma Angle
(Directionality of the blood
drop)
Element Intensity
Area of Origin

Local/Global
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Global

Fig. 35: Convergence Region (blue rectangle) and Control Regions (red rectangles)

5.4.3 Defining Areas of Interest (AOIs)
Values for each local feature were equally divided into discrete ranges. Each element in the pattern
was placed into its appropriate range. The locations in the pattern of elements in a particular range
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was collectively termed an Area of Interest (AOI). AOIs were visualised by different coloured
bounding boxes27. For example, Fig. 36 shows blue, red, green, yellow, orange and cyan coloured
boxes corresponding to six impact angle AOIs respectively: 0°–14°, 15°– 29°, 30°– 44°, 45°– 59°,
60°– 74° and 75°– 90°. This process of categorisation was repeated for all the local element features
resulting in five different AOI configurations (See Figs. A–E of the Supplementary Materials).

Impact
Angle AOIs
0° – 14°
15° – 29°
30° – 44°
45° – 59°
60° – 74°
75° – 90°

Key

Fig. 36: Elements categorised into six impact angle AOIs

5.4.4 Mapping fixations
If task conditions are specified clearly and the visual environment is directly relevant to the study,
fixations can be used as the primary measure of interest in an AOI [80]. Thus, for each analyst, a 1nearest-neighbour28 search [100] between element pixels and raw fixation coordinates led to the
mapping of each raw fixation to the closest element in the test pattern (“mapped fixation”). These
mapped fixations were then filtered using the mean gaze deviation. Any mapped fixations located at
a distance greater than the mean gaze deviation were discarded as they were considered outside the
viewing range of an analyst.

27

The smallest rectangle containing an element [83].
K-nearest-neighbour search method uses the Euclidean distance metric to find the nearest neighbour in X for each
point in Y. Therefore, distances between each observation in Y and the corresponding closest observation in X can be
retrieved [100].

28
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5.4.5 Calculating mean fixation duration
For each AOI, durations of the mapped fixations were summed and divided by the total number of
analysts. This resulted in the mean fixation duration of an AOI and expressed as a percentage of the
total active fixation time (30 seconds). For example, elements with impact angles between 0° and
14° (Fig. 36) were fixated on for an average of 6.04% ± 3.2% of the total viewing time.
5.4.6 Measuring analysts’ interest
It was expected that the amount of time analysts spent looking at the corresponding AOIs would be
proportional to the total number of elements in that AOI. Therefore, any additional time spent
looking at an AOI could indicate a particular interest in the underlying element property with
respect to the classification task. It was anticipated that analysts would choose to focus on the
salient properties of a pattern for classification as a consequence of learned BPA knowledge and
practical experience. In fact, it has been suggested that human pattern recognition is a process of
‘experience recognition,’ where the progression of sensory information over time, is mapped
against a large store of experiences [84].

5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 Classification
Following the eye tracking experiment, analysts were asked to classify the test pattern. The majority
of the analysts classified it as an impact spatter pattern (88%) which was consistent with the impact
mechanism used to create the test pattern. The remaining analysts (12%) were conservative in their
decision and did not provide a classification (stated either inconclusive or spatter29). 24% also stated
that the pattern could be an expiration30 bloodstain pattern. These findings show that there was
some ambiguity involved in classifying this pattern. Analysts’ verbal descriptions suggested that the
main source of ambiguity was the interpretation of the small elements (bottom, left side of the
pattern), which are known to arise in both impact spatter and expiration bloodstain patterns [6].
5.5.2 Deriving the relevant properties from pattern descriptions
The descriptive terms obtained from pattern descriptions provided by analysts were numerically
labelled and grouped according to the element or pattern property that they best represented (see S4
of Supplementary Materials). For each analyst, terms that they used and the properties that these
terms were referring to, were tabulated in the order in which they were used (see S5 of
29

A bloodstain resulting from a blood drop dispersed through the air due to an external force applied to a source of
liquid blood [8].
30
A bloodstain pattern resulting from blood forced by airflow out of the nose, mouth, or a wound [8].
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Supplementary Materials). These data show that analysts used a wide range of terms to support their
observations. Interestingly, most terms were unrelated to the overall mechanism of the pattern
demonstrating that pattern characterisation can be based on purely descriptive terminology. The
largest proportion of analysts (90%) used terms relating to convergence (Fig. 37) while a small
proportion of analysts (14%) used terms relating to the distribution of elements. 48% of analysts
used terms relating to the directionality and colour of elements.
Grouped terms derived from analysts verbal descriptions

Proportion of Responses (%)

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Size

Shape

Directionality

Colour

Convergence Distribution

Terms grouped according to an element or pattern property

Fig. 37: Terms derived from verbal descriptions were grouped by element or pattern property

5.5.3 Deriving relevant AOIs from eye tracking data
To assess the relative interest analysts exhibited across the range of values allocated for each local
feature, the mean fixation duration (MFD) was plotted against the frequency of elements in each of
the feature AOIs (Figs. 38–42). These results showed in general that, as postulated, the fixation
duration was proportional to the total number of elements in the AOI. The exceptions offered some
clues as to the interest of the analyst.
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5.5.4 AOI analysis: Comparing AOIs to the verbal data
5.5.4.1 Element area (size)
It was clear from the verbal data that analysts were interested in the size of elements in the pattern
with 81% using terms related to element size (Fig. 37). Furthermore, eye tracking data showed that
analysts spent most of their time fixating on elements that were less than 50 pixels (0.5 mm2) in size
(MFD = 48.9% ± 5.7%; Fig. 38) with 52% specifically using the term “small” or “submillimetre”.
Interestingly, analysts spent more than expected time fixating on large elements, greater than or
equal to 500 pixels (4.9 mm2) but only 29% of the analysts used the terms “large” or “variation” to
show that that they were specifically evaluating larger elements.

Mean Fixation Duration (%)

Mean Fixation Duration (%)

Element Area
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70100
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4526
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4024
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2516
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6
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2
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2
5
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-20
0
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100
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Frequency of Elements in AOI(%)
Frequency of Elements in AOI (%)

Fig. 38: Mean fixation duration versus frequency of elements in each area AOI
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5.5.4.2 Impact angle (shape)
Analysts spent most of their time fixating on elements with impact angles between 45° to 59° (MFD
= 32.6% ± 5.1%; Fig. 39) which appears to be the result of their small size and apparent clustering
in one region of the pattern. However, the time spent fixating these elements was less than what was
expected, given the number of elements in that AOI. 38% of analysts used terms such as “round”,
“circular” or “variable” to suggest that they were evaluating the roundness of the elements. Analysts
spent more than expected time fixating on elements with impact angles less than 30° (p < 0.05) with
38% using terms such as “elliptical” or “variable” to imply the evaluation of the elliptical elements
in the pattern. 19% of analysts used numerical terms to indicate that they could identify elements
within a specific impact angle range (e.g. “90° impact”, “70° to 80° impact”).
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Fig. 39: Mean fixation duration versus frequency of elements in each impact angle AOI
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5.5.4.3 Tail to body ratio (shape)
Analysts spent most of their time fixating on elements with small tail to body ratios between 0.1
and 0.2 (MFD = 27.6% ± 8.3%; Fig. 40). However, they spent more than expected time fixating on
elements with tail to body ratios between 0.3 and 0.4 (p < 0.05). It was evident that the
directionality of elements was evaluated here because 48% of analysts used terms related to the
directionality (Fig. 37) while 19% of analysts specifically used the term ‘tail’. Finally, these results
also showed that analysts spent less than expected time fixating on elements with larger tail to body
ratios between 0.4 and 0.6. This could reflect the fact that the tail to body ratio is not a parameter
that analysts are taught to calculate.
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Fig. 40: Mean fixation duration versus frequency of elements in each tail to body AOI
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5.5.4.4 Gamma angle (directionality)
Analysts spent most of their time fixating on elements with gamma angles less than 90° which was
longer than expected (p < 0.05) (MFD = 43.0% ± 6.3%; Fig. 41). In fact, there was an evident
interest in the gamma angle because 48% of analysts used terms associated with the directionality
(Fig. 37) while 43% specifically used terms such as “upwards” and “right” to indicate that elements
were evaluated for their directionality. The data also show that analysts spent less than expected
time fixating on elements with larger gamma angles (271° to 360°) (p < 0.05). This finding could
reflect the fact that elements with larger gamma angles in this pattern were less well-defined and
therefore not useful for making reliable directionality estimates. Additionally, the verbal data did
not make specific reference to left-travelling elements. It was apparent therefore, that upward-right
travelling elements were favoured by analysts for this pattern.
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Fig. 41: Mean fixation duration versus frequency of elements in each gamma angle AOI
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5.5.4.5 Element intensity (colour)
Analysts spent most of their time fixating on elements with a light intensity (MFD = 42.1% ± 5.9%;
Fig. 42). However, this was shorter than expected (p < 0.05) given the number of elements in that
AOI. It is evident that colour was a property that was taken into consideration, given that 48% of
analysts used terms that were colour-related (Fig. 37) with 33% specifically using the terms
“lighter”, “dilute” or “mixed with saliva”. Interestingly, the terms “mixed with saliva” demonstrates
a possible interpretation of what could have led to the lighter coloured elements rather than an
element characteristic. Furthermore, these terms tended to be used by analysts (24%) who suggested
that there could have been a second bloodstaining event (e.g. some used the term “two events” or
stated that the pattern could be an “expiration pattern”). Finally, the results also showed that
analysts fixated longer than expected on elements that were medium intensity (p < 0.05). The
reasons for this are unclear.
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Fig. 42: Mean fixation duration versus frequency of elements in each intensity AOI
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5.5.4.6 Estimated area of convergence
For the last feature, convergence, the mean fixation duration versus the frequency of elements is
shown in Fig. 43. The amount of time analysts spent looking in the convergence region was as
expected (p > 0.05) given the number of elements inside that region. Nonetheless, in order to test
whether this region was more relevant than others, two control regions were defined with the same
dimensions as the convergence region. Surprisingly, when the mean fixation duration was compared
with the two control regions (MFD = 9.3% ± 4.5% and 10.6% ± 3.4% respectively) it was evident
that analysts had spent less time fixating in the convergence region (MFD = 4.8% ± 2.1%). This
was an interesting finding given that a large proportion of analysts (90%) appeared to notice the
convergence of elements (Fig. 37) with 48% specifically using the terms “radiating” or “fan-like”
and 67% specifically pointing to a possible convergence region located in the “middle” or at the
“bottom” of the pattern. Therefore, based on the eye tracking data it is reasonable to suggest that the
convergence region may not be the relevant part of the pattern when assessing convergence. It
appears that it was the presence of surrounding elliptical elements and their connection to the
convergence region that demonstrated the interest in convergence. In fact, this was displayed by
repeated fixations (termed a ‘visit’) to the convergence region as shown in Fig. 44. All analysts
made at least one repeat visit to the convergence region with one analyst making six repeated visits
to the convergence region.
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Fig. 43 Mean fixation duration versus frequency of elements in convergence and control regions
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Fig. 44: Number of times analysts repeatedly fixated on the convergence region

A summary of the accumulated time that all analysts spent looking at the test pattern was
represented by an absolute gaze duration heat map31 (Fig. 45). The heat map revealed four main
regions that were apparently more interesting to analysts (Regions 1 to 4). Region 2 comprised
mainly upward-right moving elliptical elements with tails. From the AOI analysis, it was evident
that analysts spent more than expected time fixating on elements with impact angles less than 30°
(Fig. 39), tail to body ratios between 0.3 and 0.4 (Fig. 40) and gamma angles less than 90° (Fig. 41),
all of which were typical of Region 2. Region 1 also contained some elliptical elements with tails.
However, despite spending less than expected time fixating on some elements in this region (e.g.
elements with gamma angles between 271° and 360°; Fig. 41), it appears that the presence of a
large, irregular element (see inset 1 of Fig. 45) may have contributed to the apparently larger
interest in Region 1. Consistent with these eye tracking data, analysts regularly used terms that
indicated their interest in these regions, such as reference to elliptical element shape, element size,
the presence of tails and the directionality of elements that were “upwards”, “outwards” and to the
“right” of the pattern. Apparently, contrary to the eye tracking results obtained for the convergence
feature, the verbal data indicated that the convergence of element directionalities was extremely
relevant to analysts (Fig. 37). In fact, the interest in Regions 1 and 2, with their high proportions of
elliptical elements combined with repeated visits to the convergence region (Fig. 44) suggested that
analysts may have been concentrating on selecting elliptical elements with tails located at the
extremities in order to draw conclusions about a possible area of convergence. This is what analysts

31

Each fixation that is made by a participant adds a value to the colour map that is proportional to its duration [101].
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are typically trained to do if interpreting spatter bloodstain patterns. Furthermore, eye tracking
literature proposes that a process of ‘linking’ can arise when a particular schema has been activated
at the time of viewing an image [102]. It is therefore possible, that in this case, analysts were
looking to associate elliptical elements with a possible area of convergence thereby confirming any
existing thoughts relating to an impact spatter pattern.
Region 3 was located at the bottom left-side of the pattern where it was evident that analysts spent a
large proportion of time fixating (Fig. 45). The AOI analysis indicated that analysts spent most time
fixating on elements that were less than 50 pixels (0.5 mm2) in size (Fig. 38), had impact angles
between 45° and 59° (Fig. 39) and light intensity (Fig. 42). Most of the elements with these
properties were located at the bottom of the pattern and concentrated toward the left side (refer to
Figs. A–B and E of the Supplementary Materials). This was also consistent with the verbal data
which indicated that analysts were interested in the “lighter” coloured elements, the presence of
“small” elements and a “circular shape”, features particularly exhibited by elements in this region.
This appears to be the basis used by some analysts to explain the possibility of bloodstaining caused
by ‘expiration’. This was further supported by other individual element characteristics that analysts
pointed to, in their verbal descriptions such as the presence of “bubbles”. Region 3 appears
therefore to have attracted attention because of the large number of light coloured, small sized and
circular-shaped elements in this region. Traditional methods of classification emphasise element
size as a factor in pattern classification (e.g. in [53]) and analysts are also trained to observe the
distribution of stain sizes. It is possible that the large number of poorly resolved stains in this region
could also explain why analysts spent a lot of time fixating there. Eye tracking studies have shown
that when the luminance of an image is reduced, the fixation time increases because there is less
available information or there is a reduction in the rate at which meaningful information can be
extracted [103].
Region 4, located in the bottom right of the pattern, also appeared to attract a large proportion of
fixation time from analysts. The AOI analysis revealed that analysts spent more than expected time
fixating on large elements (4.9 mm2 or greater) (Fig. 38) and elements that had a medium intensity
(Fig. 42). Like Regions 1 and 2, Region 4 also contained some large elements, some of which were
irregularly-shaped and of medium intensity (See inset 2 of Fig. 45 and Figs. A and E of
Supplementary Materials). It is confirmed by the eye tracking literature that the size of an object
will generally form the main basis of a fixation if the object is large [104]. Furthermore, when a
region is highly recognisable, fixation duration can increase because of unpredictable or unusual
details [97]. These factors may therefore explain why analysts were drawn to Region 4.
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Inset 1

Region 1

Region 2

Region 4

Region 3

#6
Inset 2

Fig. 45: Absolute gaze fixation duration heat map with an upper threshold (red) equivalent to 9 seconds. A close up of
the large, irregular element in Region 1 (inset 1) and some of the irregular, medium-intensity elements in Region 4 are
shown (inset 2).

5.6 Conclusion
The goal of the present study was to take advantage of the expertise of analysts in order to
determine the critical range of values for each diagnostic feature used during the pattern
classification task. This was done by combining where analysts looked in a pattern with what they
stated to be important properties of that pattern.
The study has shown that the eye movements of trained bloodstain pattern experts and their verbal
descriptions of a pattern are well correlated. This is a positive reflection of the training and
experience that analysts depend on during pattern classification tasks. Analysts were able to
successfully classify a bloodstain pattern based solely on a visual inspection of the pattern.
However, ambiguity or uncertainty arose when elements were found to be lighter coloured
compared with the intensity of surrounding elements in the pattern. This was further compounded
by the presence of small, low resolution elements.
This work has confirmed that pattern properties recommended for classifying patterns are being
used by analysts and has provided some useful initial data to establish thresholds for feature
properties that could be used for an automated classification system. It is expected that having welldefined pattern criteria and classification rules that assist analysts toward making objective
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decisions would improve the reliability of BPA, particularly when it involves classifying complex
patterns.
Given that the features discussed in this study were limited to the examination of one particular
bloodstain pattern, other pattern types and substrates will need to be considered in order to achieve
a comprehensive tool for analysts.
One further outcome to emerge from this study was the wide range of descriptive terms that
analysts used to describe the properties of the bloodstain pattern. In the future, these terms could
form the basis of an extended, mechanism-free common language which could be adopted by the
discipline.
By gaining a unique insight into the mindset of a bloodstain pattern analyst during pattern
examination, this study provides a useful stepping stone towards the development of a more robust
classification methodology for BPA.
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Chapter 6: Automated Bloodstain Pattern Recognition
“Whoever perceives that robots and artificial intelligence are merely here to serve humanity, think
again. It is we humans who risk becoming dumbed down and ultimately subservient to
machines.” ― Alex Morritt (2014)
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6.1 Introduction
Recognising patterns based on a sizeable body of knowledge that has been stored in the human
mind is regarded as a prerequisite to human expert decision-making [105]. Humans have developed
sophisticated methods of sensing and interpreting patterns in the environment. Pattern recognition is
central to a number of forensic disciplines including Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA). The
recognition of bloodstain patterns relies primarily on the identification of the pattern’s diagnostic
properties and an evaluation of the possible mechanisms by which the pattern was deposited.
Together these form the process bloodstain pattern analysts term pattern classification. The
limitations of pattern classification as currently practiced, are the qualitative nature of determining
the properties of the pattern and the subjective judgement required to infer the pattern’s causal event
[106,17]. It is evident that this process encourages the formation of early mechanistic conclusions
about the cause of a pattern before a full set of observations has been made [11]. This problem is
exacerbated by the use of standard discipline terminology, which is largely mechanism-based [8]. In
fact, BPA taxonomies [6–7] form the backbone of bloodstain pattern classification. So the boundary
between observation and interpretation or reconstruction can become blurred [20]. A key reason for
this and other persisting issues, is the lack of a rigorous and standardised BPA methodology [17,
20]. Defining a formal BPA methodology is the subject of ongoing discussion among BPA
practitioners [12–14].
Computers offer a wide range of capabilities that can both assist and emulate human decisionmaking. Pattern recognition has been defined as the study of how computers observe the
environment, learn to distinguish patterns of interest and make reasonable decisions about different
categories of patterns [107]. Pattern recognition systems can be based on identifying the pre-defined
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class32 to which an unknown pattern belongs or conversely, classes can be learned based on
similarities between patterns. The design of a pattern recognition system generally consists of the
following stages: defining pattern classes, data collection, selecting the distinguishing features
(referred to as feature selection), specifying classification algorithms and estimating the
classification error [109].
Over the years, pattern recognition systems have evolved to become valuable tools that are used to
organise or retrieve vast amounts of electronic data [110–111], develop computer-aided diagnosis
systems for the detection of disease [112–114] or to identify signature characteristics of fluids
[115]. It has become evident, that forensic disciplines are moving away from manual methods of
analysis towards more automated computer-based methods of pattern recognition. Examples
include the comparison of bullets [2], fingerprints [1], facial features [3], speech [116] and
handwriting [117]. Indeed, certain components of pattern recognition systems (e.g. pre-processing,
feature extraction and classification) have been successfully employed in bloodstain pattern studies
[47,83,106,118–121).
However, there does not yet appear to be a comprehensive pattern recognition system designed to
distinguish different types of bloodstain patterns based on measurable pattern properties. Therefore,
the goal of the present study was to assess the viability of developing an automated pattern
recognition system capable of distinguishing bloodstain patterns. To develop the proposed system
(see Fig. 46 for an overview), a laboratory-generated reference pattern dataset, consisting of two
commonly encountered bloodstain pattern types, was first generated. This included 30 impact
spatter33 and 30 cast off34 bloodstain patterns that were specifically digitised for the study. An
image-processing methodology was then used to extract features that were representative of
common bloodstain pattern properties [83]. Following the identification of the optimal set of
features, a classifier35 was trained and tested with separate groups of patterns from the reference
pattern dataset. The performance of the classifier was finally evaluated with an independent dataset
consisting of bloodstain patterns that were created on a range of surfaces.

32

A class is defined as a set of objects that are recognised as similar within a given context. A class usually
has a unique name (class name). The individual objects within a class have a label that refers to this name
(class label) [108].
33
A bloodstain pattern resulting from an object striking liquid blood [8].
34
A bloodstain pattern resulting from blood drops released from an object due to its motion [8].
35
A classifier is an algorithmic rule that assigns a class label to any object in a particular object representation [108].
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1. Reference bloodstain
pattern dataset generation
2. Data Import and Preprocessing

3. Feature Extraction

4. Split dataset into training
& test sets
5. Feature Selection

6. Development of Classifier
and Cross Validation

(a) Training
(b) Testing
(c) Evaluate Error

7. Re-train classifier on
entire pattern dataset
8. Evaluate performance
using an independent
dataset
Fig. 46: An overview of the proposed automated bloodstain pattern recognition system

6.2 Methods: Generating a Reference Pattern Dataset
6.2.1 Pattern creation
Human blood from one donor was used immediately upon collection to generate the bloodstain
patterns used in this study. A total of 60 bloodstain patterns consisting of 30 impact spatter and 30
cast-off bloodstain patterns were created. As an attempt to represent the variability expected of such
patterns, different methods of pattern creation were utilised. For the impact spatter patterns, a
modified mousetrap [52] was released onto a pool of 2 mL of blood. Alternatively, a similar pool of
blood was pipetted onto a wooden block, in the centre of the striking area. A hammer was then used
to strike that pool of blood. Cast-off bloodstain patterns were created by dipping various objects
(finger, hammer and knife) in blood, and swinging them in either an upwards or downwards
direction. In both sets of experiments, blood was deposited onto plain white flat walls that were
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made of Trespa (flat panel based on thermosetting resins; Jongeneel, Den Haag, The Netherlands).
All bloodstain patterns were left to dry for 2 hours prior to photography. A separate collection of
bloodstain patterns was also sourced (Table 5). These patterns were termed the independent dataset
and consisted of 22 impact spatter and 20 cast-off bloodstain patterns that were created on either a
paint or wallpaper surface. The methods used to create these patterns are reported in Laber et al.
[120].
Table 5: Bloodstain patterns in an independent dataset created by Laber et al. [120]

Substrate
Paint
Wallpaper
TOTAL

Mechanism used to create
the pattern
Impact
Cast-off
12
11
10
9
22
20

6.2.2 Digitisation and stitching
A customised setup was built to enable the acquisition of high resolution digital images of all
bloodstain patterns that were produced in this study (Fig. 47). This setup consisted of a heightadjustable tripod which was secured to a sliding platform. The platform was positioned
perpendicular to the Trespa wall at a distance of 210 cm and was able to slide horizontally across
the floor at measurable distances. With this setup, a large bloodstain pattern (200 x 100 cm with
adhesive scale rulers on all four sides of the pattern) could be captured in the form of four RAW
images with 40% overlap. A Nikon 36.3 MP D810 camera with a Nikon AF-S 60 mm macro lens
was used to capture the patterns. After photography, the four RAW images corresponding to each of
the individual 60 bloodstain patterns were combined using the digital stitching process that is
available on Adobe Photoshop CS5 v5.1 (Fig. 48). Green circular markers were placed (prior to
photography) inside designated regions of overlap, forming landmarks that were used to assist the
digital stitching process. The latter process eventually led to the production of single TIFF-format
images with a resolution of approximately 6.4 pix/mm as measured by ImageJ 1.48v software [58].
To be conservative, it was assumed that a minimum of 9 pixels (3x3) was required to resolve an
element. This corresponded to an element of approximately 0.22 mm2 in area or a circular element
of approximately 0.5 mm diameter. The entire selection of stitched patterns was termed the
reference pattern dataset.
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Height-adjustable
tripod
Wall

Sliding
platform

210 cm
from
wall

Fig. 47: Camera setup on sliding platform in front of the Trespa wall where bloodstain patterns were created

Impact Pattern

Cast-off Pattern

Fig. 48: Example of a stitched impact spatter pattern (left) and a stitched cast-off pattern (right) from the reference
pattern dataset. Green circular markers act as landmarks for stitching. Adhesive scale rulers surround the outer
extremities of each pattern.

6.3 Methods: Classifier Development
6.3.1 Definitions
Terms used in this study follow those proposed by Arthur et al. [83]. An “element” was defined as a
contiguous group of pixels in a digitised image of a bloodstained region. A “pattern” was
designated as a subset of elements that were considered to be related. Both elements and patterns
were regarded as having properties, for example, shape, or size. The measurable part of a property
was termed a “feature”. Local features represented properties of elements and global features
represented properties of patterns.
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6.3.2 Data import and pre-processing
The TIFF-format files that corresponded to the bloodstain patterns in the reference pattern dataset
were imported into Matlab R2015b [59] using the built-in image reader, and then individually preprocessed using the automated image-processing methodology outlined in [83]. Each pattern was
pre-processed using the following steps: background subtraction, element segmentation,
morphological operations, labeling and measuring elements, ellipse-fitting and feature extraction.
6.3.3 Feature Extraction
Feature extraction36 was defined as the process of extracting quantitative data representative of
properties commonly found in different bloodstain pattern types (e.g. distribution of element shape).
In this study, these properties were expressed as features (see S6 of the Supplementary Materials).
Feature extraction was performed on each bloodstain pattern in the reference pattern dataset using
the image-processing methodology outlined in [83] which eventually led to values corresponding to
11 pattern metrics. A pattern metric was considered to be an overall representation of a global
feature in an individual bloodstain pattern. These values were eventually stored in a feature matrix
(60 rows x 11 columns) where each row of the matrix (termed a feature vector) corresponded to a
single bloodstain pattern and each value in the row corresponded to a pattern metric. In pattern
recognition literature, the 11-dimensional space occupied by these feature vectors is referred to as
the feature space [122]. The pattern metrics stored in the feature matrix were:
1. Standard deviation of the tail to body ratio
2. Mean width to length ratio (representing drop impact angle)
3. Mean area of element to area of convex hull ratio (referred to as the ‘convex hull ratio’)
4. Mean perimeter of inscribed circle to perimeter of element ratio (referred to as ‘inscribed
circle ratio’)
5. Mean element area
6. Standard deviation of element intensity
7. Standard deviation of the gamma angle
8. Standard deviation of the orientation angle
9. Mean Euclidean distance of an elliptical element to a polynomial curve
10. Circularity of the convex hull enclosing all elements of the pattern
11. Element density (i.e. the total number of elements in the pattern divided by the area of the
convex hull)
36

In pattern recognition literature, the term ‘feature extraction’ can also be used to describe algorithms that create
new features based on transformations or combinations of the original feature set [122].
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6.3.4 PR dataset generation
Functions from the Matlab Pattern Recognition toolbox (PRTools) [123] were used to build the
bloodstain pattern recognition system. Using this toolbox, a ‘PR dataset’ variable was constructed.
This variable type is defined as a complete representation of all the pattern data that has been stored
electronically. The PR dataset consisted of the data in the feature matrix, the relevant class labels
for each pattern (i.e. ‘Impact’ or ‘Cast-off’) and feature labels corresponding to the 11 features that
were extracted (i.e. ‘Tail to body ratio’, ‘Impact angle’, etc.).
6.3.5 Defining prior probabilities
The probability P(ω) that a bloodstain pattern belongs to a particular class (ω) is defined as the class
prior [108]. In the context of this study, there was an equal probability that a bloodstain pattern in
the reference pattern dataset was an impact spatter or a cast-off bloodstain pattern. On this basis, the
class priors were set to 0.5.
6.3.6 Training and test datasets
A training dataset is a set of objects that can each be reliably assigned to one class and forms the
fundamental basis of building a classifier [107]. A test dataset is a set of objects that is only used to
test the performance of a classifier, after the classifier has been trained. 24 impact spatter and 24
cast-off bloodstain patterns were randomly selected to form the training dataset (80%)37 while the
remaining 12 bloodstain patterns formed the test dataset (20%).
6.3.7 Feature selection and cross validation
Feature selection is defined as a set of algorithms that outputs a subset of features based on the input
feature set. The aim of feature selection is to determine those features that perform well under the
conditions imposed by a certain classification system [124–126] or to eliminate redundant features
[127]. Identifying the ideal feature set can be particularly important when there is a large number of
features to select from (e.g. in text classification [110,128]). In this study, sequential backward
feature selection (BFS) and sequential forward feature selection (FFS) were performed. With these
methods, a sequential search algorithm either adds features (FFS) or removes features (BFS) from a
candidate subset, while a criterion function38 is evaluated by the search algorithm in order to
determine which combination of features best discriminates the classes [130]. 5-fold cross

37

The reference dataset was split according to ratios that are prescribed by the Pareto Principle (80:20 ratio).
A criterion function J(X) evaluates the goodness of a subset of features based on the ability of a classifier to
discriminate the classes in the feature space represented by this feature set. A larger value of J indicates a better feature
subset [129].

38
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validation 39 was simultaneously performed with feature selection producing estimates of the
expected classification error given different combinations of features. In this study, the cross
validation error rates resulting from BFS and FFS were evaluated and compared using three
different criteria (sum of the estimated Mahalanobis distance40, inter-intra distance41 and 1-nearestneighbour42). The sequential search algorithm and corresponding criterion function producing the
lowest error rate were eventually used to identify the combination of features optimal for the
bloodstain pattern classification task.

6.4 Methods: Building the classifier
6.4.1 Linear Discriminant Analysis
This study was based on the assumption that pattern classes can be distinguished by a combination
of distinctive properties. This led to the application of a Fisher mapping [131] (also known as
Linear Discriminant Analysis; LDA) which assumes that classes can be linearly separated by
projecting all data onto a linear discriminant subspace. The aim of LDA is to define an orthogonal
projection to a line that maximises the distance between the mean of each class while minimising
the variance of each class. In this way, such a projection leads to compact and well-separated
classes. LDA has been shown to be valuable in face recognition applications [132–133] as it
achieves a greater between-class scatter when there are several classes, thereby simplifying
classification [132]. Using such a method to increase the separation between classes is of value to
BPA because bloodstain patterns can exhibit properties that are common to one or more classes.
6.4.2 Quadratic Discriminant Classifier
A quadratic discriminant classifier (QDC) formed the basis of the bloodstain pattern recognition
system. A QDC assumes that each pattern class follows a normal distribution and establishes a
decision boundary that maximises the Mahalanobis distance between each class mean.
Classification is thus performed by measuring the Mahalanobis distance of an input pattern to the
mean of each class [134]. The input pattern is then assigned a class label based on the shortest
Mahalanobis distance to a particular class mean. In order to implement this classifier, the Fisher
mapping and QDC classifier were combined and trained together with the training dataset.

39

Cross validation functions by randomly splitting the training dataset into five folds, and then repeatedly testing the
performance of the prospective classifier on each fold when trained on the data in the other four folds [130].
40
The sum of the estimated Mahalanobis distance criterion function is the sum of the distance between a set of points
and a distribution. It measures the separation of two groups of objects.
41
The inter-intra distance criterion function is based on measuring the Euclidean distance between pairs of samples in
the training dataset [126].
42
The 1-nearest-neighbour criterion function is the distance computed between an input point and the closest
existing point in the feature space.
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Following this, the trained Fisher QDC was tested with the test dataset. The original class labels
were obtained for both training and test datasets and compared with the predicted class labels
produced for each dataset. The estimated classification error of the Fisher QDC classifier is reported
where relevant.
6.4.3 Evaluation of classifier performance
The Fisher QDC classifier was finally trained on the entire reference pattern dataset (i.e. a total of
60 patterns) resulting in a fully trained Fisher QDC (herein referred to as the trained classifier). To
evaluate the performance of the trained classifier on bloodstain patterns that were not used in its
development, the independent dataset (Table 5) was used as an input to the trained Fisher QDC. For
each pattern in the independent dataset, feature extraction was conducted, resulting in data that were
stored in a feature matrix. The trained classifier was then used to predict the class labels
corresponding to each bloodstain pattern in the independent dataset. The resulting classification
precision and posterior probabilities were calculated.

6.5 Results
6.5.1 Feature Extraction
Values corresponding to each of the 11 pattern metrics were obtained. The range of observed values
for each feature and pattern type is shown in S7 of the Supplementary Materials.
6.5.2 Feature Selection
Forward (FFS) and Backward (BFS) feature selection was conducted with cross validation in order
to identify the optimal feature set and estimate the classification error that could arise from different
combinations of features. Error rates were assessed with three different criteria. Fig. 49 with Table 6
shows the cross validation error rates that were obtained after features were sequentially added after
each iteration (FFS). These results were similar to those obtained with BFS. Overall, BFS and FFS
showed that the optimum number of features was between 4 and 5. On the basis of these results,
five features were chosen for the classifier. These features were mean area, circularity of the
convex hull, mean inscribed circle ratio, mean convex hull ratio and mean Euclidean distance.
Scatter plots showing the mean area plotted against each of the remaining four features are shown in
Figs. 50–53. Note that the training and test datasets used after feature selection comprised only of
values corresponding to these five features.
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Fig. 49: Cross validation with forward feature selection using three different criteria (red circle = sum of the estimated
Mahalanobis distance, blue star = Inter-intra distance, green cross = Nearest neighbour distance)
Table 6: Features sequentially added (FFS) with the Mahalanobis distance, Inter-intra distance and Nearest-neighbour
distance criteria

Criterion:
1) Mahalanobis Distance
2) Inter-Intra Distance
Number of
Feature Added
Features
1
Area
Circularity of the
2
convex hull
Inscribed circle
3
ratio

Criterion:
3) 1-Nearest Neighbour Distance
Number of
Features
1
2
3

4

Convex hull ratio

4

5

Mean Euclidean
distance

5

6

Tail to body ratio

6

7
8

Intensity
Density

7
8

9

Gamma angle

9

10

Orientation
Width to length
ratio

10

11

11
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convex hull
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Fig. 50: Mean element area versus circularity of the convex hull
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Fig. 51: Mean element area versus mean inscribed circle ratio
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Fig. 52: Mean element area versus mean convex hull ratio
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Fig. 53: Mean element area versus mean Euclidean distance
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6.5.3 Linear Discriminant Analysis
A Fisher mapping was applied to the training dataset resulting in the projection of these data onto a
line (Fig. 54). It is evident that a linear combination of features enabled the separation of the two
spatter pattern classes.
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Fig. 54: Mapping of the training dataset to a linear discriminant subspace showing that cast-off (blue crosses) and
impact spatter (red stars) patterns could be separated into classes.

6.5.4 Quadratic Discriminant Classifier (QDC)
The trained Fisher QDC established a decision boundary (Fig. 55), indicating the position of
separation between the impact spatter and cast-off bloodstain pattern classes. When the test dataset
was used as an input to the Fisher QDC, the results demonstrated that the Fisher QDC could
accurately predict all of the class labels corresponding to each bloodstain pattern. The position of
the decision boundary, however, highlighted a region of overlap between both peaks (Fig. 55)
suggesting the potential for erroneous classification.
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Fisher Mapping with Quadratic Classification
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Fig. 55: Fisher mapping with quadratic classification of the training dataset (cast-off = blue crosses, impact spatter =
red stars). Decision boundary of Fisher QDC shown (dotted line) and region of overlap between classes (yellow
rectangle).

6.5.5 Evaluation of classifier performance
The trained classifier accurately predicted the class labels of 23 bloodstain patterns in the
independent dataset which were deposited on a smooth painted surface and 17 bloodstain patterns
deposited on a wallpaper surface. One cast-off bloodstain pattern deposited on wallpaper was
erroneously classified, representing an overall error rate of 2%. The remaining cast-off bloodstain
pattern (Cast-off Test 12) had insufficient elements for which all features could be measured and
was therefore unable to be automatically classified. The predicted class labels and posterior
probabilities that were generated for each pattern in the independent dataset are given in S8 of the
Supplementary Materials.
Table 7: Values of the five selected features for the erroneously classified cast-off bloodstain patterns in the reference
pattern dataset

Erroneous
Pattern ID

Mean
Area
(mm2)

Circularity of
the Convex
Hull

Mean
Inscribed
Circle Ratio

Mean Convex
Hull Ratio

Cast-off Test 11

1.95

0.0651

0.649

0.485

82

Mean
Euclidean
Distance
(mm)
0.000007

6.6 Discussion
Sequential feature selection and linear discriminant analysis demonstrated that five pattern features
were sufficient to distinguish the impact spatter and cast-off patterns in the reference pattern dataset
in this study. Of these features, mean element area was the most effective. Impact spatter patterns
often exhibit a high proportion of small elements resulting from the production of very small
droplets as contact is made between the impacting object and a blood pool. In this study, this could
have been accentuated by the nature of the flat surfaces of the mouse trap used to create the spatter.
The remaining four diagnostic features that emerged were circularity of the convex hull of the
pattern, mean Euclidean distance, mean element convex hull ratio and mean element inscribed
circle ratio. These features added some additional discriminating value to the classifier.
The circularity of the convex hull is a measure of the overall distribution of elements in a pattern.
The circularity of the convex hull for the cast-off patterns in the reference pattern dataset was
generally lower than that of the impact patterns (Fig. 50). This reflects the fact that elements in castoff patterns tend to be distributed in an elongated manner compared to a more circular distribution
of elements that are radially-dispersed in impact patterns (Fig. 56). Because of the high variability
in the manner in which impact patterns can be created, more work is required to see if this feature
proves diagnostically useful over a wider range of impact mechanisms. Much will depend on
whether the entire extent of the pattern can be visualised and captured.

Cast-off

Impact

Fig. 56: The convex hull of cast-off pattern 16 (circularity = 0.4) and impact pattern 29
(circularity = 0.8)
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The overall shape of a bloodstain pattern was also measured by the mean Euclidean distance of
elliptical elements to a least-squares fitted polynomial curve. This feature was based on the
tendency in some patterns for elements to be distributed in a straight or curved line. For the impact
patterns in the reference pattern dataset, the mean Euclidean distance was generally higher than that
of the cast-off patterns (Fig. 53). This suggests that elliptical elements in impact spatter patterns
tend to be distributed further away from a fitted polynomial curve than in cast-off patterns. This is
consistent with current classification methods which recognise that in cast-off events, individual
blood droplets are ejected over time and at various points along the trajectory of the object being
swung. This tends to lead to a linear or curvilinear distribution of elements [6]. In the case of impact
spatter patterns, however, elements tend to be more widely dispersed, with elliptical elements
generally located at the periphery of the pattern [6].
The element convex hull ratio is a measure of the regularity of the element boundary or margin. For
elements with smooth boundaries, this ratio is expected to be close to 1. For the impact patterns in
the reference pattern dataset, this ratio was generally lower than for the cast-off patterns (Fig. 52),
reflecting the fact that the elements in the impact patterns had margins that were on average more
irregular than those of cast-off patterns. Impact events typically produce an array of liquid sheets
and ligaments and other amorphous shaped volumes of liquid, many of which eventually equilibrate
into spherical drops. Depending on their progress towards equilibrium, these volumes of liquid can
form irregularly-shaped elements. Furthermore, because drops can arrive at the target surface over a
period of time, there is the potential for one drop to land on another, causing micro-splashing and
the formation of an element with a less regular margin. The production of cast-off drops is typically
more uniform with drops forming at regular intervals from the break-up of ligament strands. This
may account for the presence of elements with more regular margins.
The element inscribed circle ratio is a measure of the circularity of an element and a secondary
measure of the regularity of the element margin. This measure compares the shape of the body of an
element to a circle that is fitted within the boundaries of that element. Values closer to one indicate
that elements are nearly circular in shape. For the impact patterns in this study, this ratio was
generally higher than for the cast-off patterns (Fig. 51). Impact patterns often feature a large number
of small near-circular elements in proximity to the location of the impact and these were evident in
many of the impact patterns in this study (Fig. 57). The presence of these elements may account for
the differences in mean element inscribed circle ratio observed for these two pattern types.
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Fig. 57: Presence of near circular elements in an impact spatter pattern from the reference pattern dataset

The trained classifier misclassified one of the cast-off bloodstain patterns in the independent pattern
dataset (Fig. F of the Supplementary Materials). A closer look at this pattern and its corresponding
properties provides some useful insights (Table 3). The misclassification of this pattern appears to
be primarily the result of the mean element area. This was lower (<2 mm2) than those of all the
cast-off patterns in the reference pattern dataset but within the range exhibited by the impact
patterns. This is likely to be the result of differences in the method used to create these cast-off
patterns.
Pattern linearity is a major diagnostic feature used by bloodstain pattern analysts to identify cast-off
bloodstain patterns. However the influence of the mean Euclidean distance metric on the
classification of the pattern was apparently insufficient to lead to a correct classification. Other
measures of linearity may need to be found to improve the performance of the classifier in
identifying cast-off patterns.
The reference pattern dataset in this study only contained a small sample of bloodstain patterns and
featured a limited range of methods used to create the patterns. The classifier was trained on
bloodstain patterns captured on a smooth Trespa wall surface. It is likely that classification accuracy
will improve given a reference pattern dataset with patterns deposited on a wider range of surface
types. Features such as element convex hull ratio and inscribed circle ratio may be among those
sensitive to substrate characteristics.
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6.7 Conclusion
The automated classifier developed in this study demonstrates the viability of a quantitative
methodology for bloodstain pattern classification. The findings showed that the combination of a
small number of measurable features was capable of distinguishing two pattern types with a high
level of accuracy.
In addition to the improved objectivity such a method could bring, it is likely that human factors
such as contextual bias, that are known to affect BPA analyses, could be mitigated.
With the development of suitable imaging techniques, the classifier has the potential to be used at a
crime scene to provide a trained analyst with objective pattern data to complement his/her expert
judgment. For example, objective measures of pattern characteristics such as element size, shape
and distribution could be obtained and presented in discriminating combinations. Data to help
analysts take decisions regarding the need for further analysis (e.g. estimating the region of origin43
if an impact spatter pattern is suspected) should also be forthcoming.
To be useful for bloodstain pattern analysts, however, the study needs to be extended to a wider
range of bloodstain pattern types created in a variety of ways on different surfaces and presented in
three dimensions. A wider pool of features may be required to achieve success in discriminating
other patterns, particularly those that are known to share pattern characteristics.

43

The three-dimensional location from which spatter originated [6].
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7.1 Thesis Summary
Characterising the properties of bloodstain patterns and interpreting the mechanisms that may have
led to their deposition at a crime scene are tasks usually conducted by a trained BPA analyst. As
currently practiced, pattern characterisation is largely the result of the subjective visual evaluation
of a bloodstain pattern, rather than the consistent application of a discipline-standard methodology.
Mechanism-based nomenclature and subjective pattern criteria in current bloodstain pattern
taxonomies are among some of the major criticisms of the BPA discipline. Overall, it is evident that
these issues reflect a greater need to develop and establish a robust methodology which clearly
separates the process of pattern characterisation from the process of pattern interpretation.
This research had three main objectives. The first of these objectives was to develop a
comprehensive automated methodology for the collection of quantitative bloodstain pattern data.
This objective was met by using digital image-processing methods to develop an innovative method
of extracting 12 bloodstain pattern features. These features represented properties that are
traditionally found in spatter bloodstain patterns. It is expected that the resulting quantitative pattern
data produced by this method could supplement the often subjective visual observations made by
analysts about a bloodstain pattern. Therefore, these features form a novel contribution to the BPA
discipline and a framework for the future development of additional pattern measures. Descriptive
terminology was also developed and used consistently throughout this thesis. These terms follow on
from those that were proposed by Arthur et. al. for characterising the components of bloodstain
patterns. The value of descriptive terminology was reinforced by the eye tracking study which
demonstrated that BPA analysts could draw on a wide range of terms to describe the bloodstain
pattern that they were viewing. It was also evident that there were similarities in the terms used by
analysts thereby reflecting some consistency in the BPA training received by analysts.
The second objective of this research was to gain an understanding of the mindset of BPA analysts
during a bloodstain pattern classification task. This objective was met by using eye tracking
technology to track the eye movements of BPA analysts. Verbal descriptions were successfully
obtained from all analysts and used to explain the viewing behaviour of each analyst. The findings
were interesting as they indicated that BPA analysts generally fixated specific regions of a
bloodstain pattern which were informative for pattern classification. This included some ambiguity
or uncertainty on a region of elements that was found to be lighter in intensity than surrounding
elements. Furthermore, in combination with the novel method used to visualise the AOIs in the
pattern, the study showed that there were indeed critical ranges of values of particular features that
analysts focused their attention on.
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It is well accepted, however, that the selection of the diagnostic properties of a bloodstain pattern
may be dependent on a combination of factors. These include: the level of an analyst’s crime scene
experience, pattern illumination, the analyst’s viewing habits and the surrounding environment.
Measuring these particular parameters fell outside the context of the current eye tracking study and
going forward, may remain difficult to study under experimental conditions. It is also accepted that
direct visual encoding and pattern perception are considered to be sophisticated processes. These
processes may be characterised by higher-order brain mechanisms and not merely the result of
optical fixation by the eye. Thus, it is hoped, that the value of this study might be to engage a wider
audience of pattern recognition and image-processing specialists who could offer their expertise in
understanding pattern recognition within the wider context of BPA. Furthermore, the hope is that
this study will also spark further conversation within the BPA discipline so as to promote change in
the current manual methods used to characterise bloodstain patterns.
The final objective of this research was to assess the viability of an automated bloodstain pattern
recognition system capable of distinguishing bloodstain patterns. This objective was met by
creating and reliably digitising a reference bloodstain pattern dataset comprising spatter bloodstain
patterns. These patterns were used to develop and test the pattern recognition system. A high
classification precision was achieved when a variety of test spatter bloodstain patterns deposited on
paint and wallpaper surfaces were tested with the trained classifier. These findings illustrate that an
automated system may be advantageous in areas such as pattern characterisation, where human
expertise and associated biases are known to influence the reliability of pattern classifications. To
that extent, objective pattern data and analysis should be an absolute necessity in any method used
to distinguish the properties of bloodstain patterns. An interpretation of the mechanism(s) causing
pattern deposition should follow on from this as a separate and independent process. Here, it is
acknowledged that human expertise will be required to consolidate theoretical BPA knowledge with
practical crime scene experience to assist interpretation and/or reconstruction.
The question was asked “is the human-expert becoming obsolete due to the emergence of
automation and artificial intelligence?” It is demonstrated in this body of work that indeed, certain
areas of BPA could merit from an automated approach. However, the human-expert is still an
essential component in the process of characterising the diagnostic features of bloodstain patterns.
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7.2 Thesis Contributions
There are several significant contributions that this research makes to the BPA discipline. These are
discussed as follows:
7.2.1 Developed computer-based methods for the extraction of measurable bloodstain
pattern features
It is argued that the criteria in current bloodstain pattern taxonomies tend to be vague. It was
suggested that it would be valuable to establish quantitative pattern measures that render these
criteria more objective in the context of its analysis. Directly responding to this requirement, a
digital image-processing methodology was developed and used to enable the direct measurement of
bloodstain pattern features from a digitised spatter bloodstain pattern. Given that current methods of
pattern characterisation are limited to the visual judgement of BPA analysts, the aforementioned
methodology forms both a practical and novel contribution to the BPA discipline. It should be noted
that this methodology demonstrates the integration of a variety of image-processing steps,
compared to the majority of BPA studies that utilise only a limited range of methods.
7.2.2 A range of values was defined for each bloodstain pattern feature
The opinions of BPA analysts have been criticised for being more subjective than scientific. In
response to this, a range of values were designated for each of the features that were developed.
These values are intended to help validate or proofread qualitative statements that are made by BPA
analysts about the appearance of bloodstain patterns. For example, “The stains in this bloodstain
pattern have irregular margins”, could be considered a subjective statement and raise uncertainties
with regard to the definition of ‘irregularity’. Within the current context, this statement could be
rephrased to “The mean convex hull ratio of this bloodstain pattern is 0.4. This suggests that, on
average, elements in this pattern have irregular margins.” With further experimental work, these
critical ranges could even become the basis to characterising absolute differences between different
bloodstain pattern types.
7.2.3 Development of an automated bloodstain pattern recognition system
The main emphasis of computer-based methods as currently applied to BPA appear mainly to
estimate the area of origin of impact spatter patterns. Automated methods have not been established,
thus far, to measure pattern specific information (local and global features of elements) in the
context of a trained bloodstain pattern classifier. The automated bloodstain pattern recognition
system is thus an original and invaluable contribution to the discipline. It is anticipated that in the
future, the trained classifer could also become part of well-established BPA software or a useful
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addition to virtual BPA approaches. Going forward, this system could be valuable when dealing
with mixed bloodstain patterns deposited on a range of surfaces. The portability of the automated
bloodstain pattern recognition software also highlights the distinct advantage that analysts could
gain when required to attend a crime scene. In addition to being expedient, the availability of some
initial pattern data might help analysts take decisions regarding further analysis of the bloodstain
evidence.
7.2.4 Consistent application of descriptive terminology
It has been suggested that current mechanism-based terminology is problematic as it may indirectly
lead to mechanistic conclusions at the outset of an investigation. Thus, the application of welldefined terminology is key to consistency and clarity in bloodstain pattern characterisation. To
facilitate a change in the jargon that is currently used in the context of BPA, a novel set of
descriptive terms was defined and consistently applied throughout this thesis, where appropriate.
These terms reflect a purely descriptive approach which should be encouraged particularly during
the initial pattern characterisation stage of BPA. The findings of a terminology-based workshop
(Chapter 2) and an eye tracking study (Chapter 5) respectively demonstrated that a range of
descriptive terms could be used by BPA analysts to complement their descriptions of bloodstain
patterns. Going forward, it is hoped that these descriptive terms might be of interest to the BPA
subcommittee of the Organisation of Scientific Areas Committees (OSAC), who currently regulate
the terminology for the discipline.
7.2.5 Use of novel technology to track the eye movements of BPA experts during the
bloodstain pattern classification task
It is well accepted that visual evaluation is a fundamental component of BPA. Up to now, there has
been a dearth of published studies that directly investigate the potential relationship between visual
observation and the resulting classification of a bloodstain pattern. The findings of the eye tracking
study showed that there were diagnostic regions of a bloodstain pattern that analysts visually
evaluated. It was of interest that analysts spent more time fixating only these regions while verbal
descriptions provided some explanation as to their interest in these regions. It is acknowledged that
the present study offers only a limited window into the decision-making involved and more
complex factors might elucidate these findings. The application of this technology, however, could
trigger ground-breaking discourse on the subject of bloodstain pattern classification. It is pertinent
to mention here that there could also be advantages in keeping up with other current and evolving
technology, to enhance the efficiency and objectivity of the BPA profession.
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7.2.6 The creation of a reference bloodstain pattern dataset by implementing a
reproducible method of digitisation
A variety of laboratory-created spatter bloodstain patterns were specifically generated for this
research. These served as the basis of a digitised reference bloodstain pattern dataset. Going
forward, it will be advantageous to establish an enhanced reference bloodstain pattern dataset,
where the mechanism of pattern creation and the mode of digitisation are kept consistent and welldocumented, as it was done, in this work. Such a dataset could be extended to include a range of
bloodstain pattern types captured under similar conditions. These images will be a useful
contribution to upcoming BPA studies where exemplar bloodstain patterns are desirable. A
customised platform was built to hold the tripod and camera in place to capture large-scale
bloodstain patterns. Although this set-up is currently confined to a laboratory setting, there is scope
for its future implementation at the crime scene. Photographing bloodstain patterns in situ and at
high resolution ensures that even small bloodstain elements are captured in their entirety.

7.3 Where to from here?
•

The image-processing methodology and automated bloodstain pattern recognition system
were based on a limited range of pattern types. Going forward, this needs to be extended to
include a range of bloodstain pattern types.

•

The current pattern features are based on spatter pattern properties only. Features need to be
extended to include those exhibited by other bloodstain pattern types (e.g. expiration
patterns).

•

Laboratory-generated bloodstain patterns comprising the reference pattern dataset may not
be an accurate reflection of the variability seen at crime scenes. A reference pattern dataset
should be established and incorporate a range of crime scene-related bloodstain patterns.

•

A small expert-participant cohort was used in the eye-tracking study. Future eye-tracking
studies would merit from a larger expert-participant base and a consideration of other
influencing variables (e.g. level of experience, complex and unusual patterns, gender etc.).

•

A limited range of substrates were considered in the validation of the automated pattern
recognition system. A robust pattern recognition system should be able to classify patterns
on a range of substrates. (e.g. apparel fabrics).
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•

No comparison or measure of reliability is made between the diagnostic features selected by
an analyst versus those features selected by an automated pattern recognition system. A
future study might consider whether features selected by an automated system reflect those
that are deemed by analysts to be diagnostic of a pattern.

•

Feature extraction and in turn, automated classification depend on reliably visualising all of
the elements in a bloodstain pattern. Work needs to be done to develop imaging methods
that ensure all elements in a pattern are captured in their entirety.

7.4 Final thoughts
This thesis has exposed the immense possibilities that image-processing, eye tracking and pattern
recognition could individually contribute to the objective evaluation of bloodstain patterns. There
are several advantages to mechanising intelligently the characterisation of bloodstain pattern
properties which up to now, has been the result of subjective human-expert interpretation. An
insight into the mindset of BPA analysts has also created an even greater opportunity to explore the
complexities that surround the process of bloodstain pattern characterisation. To conclude, the
automated bloodstain pattern recognition system may cause a shift in the way bloodstain patterns
are currently evaluated.
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Supplementary Materials
Tables
S1: Criteria used for the fitting of ellipses to elements in a bloodstain pattern
S2: Criteria used for calculating the gamma angle of elements in a bloodstain pattern
S3: Description, expected values and relevant diagrammatic examples of the features used in this study
S4: Descriptive terms numerically labelled and grouped as a property of an element or pattern
S5: Terms (and the relevant property) used by each analyst and listed in the order in which they were used
S6: The main properties of the reference pattern dataset which were characterised by various features and
their corresponding pattern metric (see [83] for further details).
S7: Range of values observed for each feature and bloodstain pattern type
S8: Predicted class labels and posterior probabilities generated by the trained classifier when applied to the
classification of an independent dataset (mechanism of pattern deposition and substrate is shown). Patterns
have been labelled as C for a correct classification and E for an erroneous classification.

Figures
Fig. A: Element area
Fig. B: Impact angle
Fig. C: Tail to body ratio
Fig. D: Gamma angle
Fig. E: Element intensity
Fig. F: Cast-off Test 11 erroneously classified as an impact spatter pattern
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S1: Criteria used for the fitting of ellipses to elements in a bloodstain pattern

Criteria

Description of Criteria

Threshold

Maximum Nearest
Neighbour Distance (Dmax)

Maximum Euclidean distance
between the pixels along the
boundary of an element and
the pixels along a
parametrically-fitted ellipse.

Dmax < DThresh
for ellipse to fit

Jaccard Index
JI(Ellipse,Element)=

|𝐄∩𝐒|

𝐄 ! 𝐒 !|𝐄∪𝐒|

Eccentricity

Compares the similarity of
the shape of the element to a
parametrically-fitted ellipse.
Computed as the size of the
intersection over the size of
the union of the element area
and the ellipse area.
The amount of deviation an
element exhibits from a
circular shape using the
relationship between the
lengths of the major and
minor axes of an element.

JIelement > JIThresh
for ellipse to fit

Threshold Value
DThresh = 10 pixels
(based on the smallest
size of an element in the
test pattern)
JThresh = 0.7
1= Perfect similarity
between element and
ellipse
EccThresh= 0.3

Eccelement > EccThresh

0 = Circle
1= Line

S2: Criteria used for calculating the gamma angle of elements in a bloodstain pattern

Orientation
Angle

Position of
Centroid in
Bounding
Box

Direction of
Travel

Gamma Angle ( γ )
Calculation

Gamma Angle
(°)

-90° to -45°

Top

Downwardright

γ = 90 – orientation
angle

135-180

Bottom

Upward-left

γ = 270 – orientation
angle

315-360

-45° to 45°

Left

Horizontal
(right)

γ = 90 – orientation
angle

45-135

-45° to 45°

Right

Horizontal
(left)

γ = 270 – orientation
angle

225-315

45° to 90°

Top

Downward-left

γ = 270 – orientation
angle

180-225

45° to 90°

Bottom

Upward-right

γ = 90 – orientation
angle

0-45

-90° to -45°
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S3: Description, expected values and relevant diagrammatic examples of the features used in this study

Feature

Description of
Feature

Value/Category

Diagrammatic Example

Size

Element Area

Number of pixels in
an element

-

-

Shape

Impact Angle
(Width to
Length Ratio)

Ratio of the width to
length of an elementused to calculate the
angle (α) at which a
blood droplet impacts
a surface.

0–180°

Dr

Property

op

Pa
th

of
dr
op

le
t

let

α
Length
Width

Shape

Tail to Body
Ratio

Ratio of the length of
the tail to the length
of the entire elliptical
element
(body + tail)

Body +Tail
Tail

0–1

Elliptical
Parent body
Reference line

Orientation of
Element

Colour

Convergence
region

Gamma Angle
(γ)
(Directionality
of Blood Drop)

Angle of droplet as it
strikes a target in
relation to a vertical
reference line.

0–360°

Element
Intensity

Mean intensity of the
pixels of an element
(clustered in the
L*A*B44
colourspace)

Light, Dark,
Medium

-

Estimated Area
of Convergence

A region that
corresponds to the
maximum number of
intersecting major
axes.

Verticallyoriented rectangle
(1000 x 2000
pixels)

-

44

γ
Major
axis

L*A*B* refers to the luminosity and chromaticity colour space that was adopted by the International Commission
on Illumination in 1976.
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S4: Descriptive terms numerically labelled and grouped as a property of an element or pattern

Label
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Descriptive Term
"Small/submillimetre"
"Large"
"Variation"
"Elliptical"
"Round"/"Circular"
"Variable"
"90 degree impact"/"70–80 degree
impact"
"Tails"/"Satellite"
"Upwards"/"Outwards/"Right"/
"Variety"
"Dilute"/"Mixed with
Saliva"/"Mist-like"
"Bubbles"
"Lighter stains"
"Thick"/"Concentrated"/"Darker”
"Convergence"
"Two Areas"/"Two Events"
"Radiating"/"Fan-like"
"'V' Shape"/"Conical Shape"
"Asymmetrical"/"Uneven"
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Property
Size
Size
Size
Shape
Shape
Shape
Shape (Impact
Angle)
Directionality

Property of:
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element

Directionality

Element

Colour

Element

Colour
Colour
Colour
Convergence
Convergence
Convergence
Convergence
Distribution

Element
Element
Element
Element
Pattern
Pattern
Pattern
Pattern

Element
Element

S5: Terms (and the relevant property) used by each analyst and listed in the order in which they were used

Participant
ID
1
2

Terms used (Table 2)

Relevant Properties

11, 15, 1, 14, 18
15, 1, 7

Colour, Convergence,Size,
Convergence, Size, Shape(IA)
Convergence, Directionality, Shape(IA),
Size, Colour
Size, Shape(IA), Directionality,
Convergence
Convergence, Directionality, Size, Shape
Size, Shape, Colour, Directionality
Size, Colour
Convergence, Size, Shape
Convergence, Shape, Distribution
Convergence, Directionality, Size
Shape, Convergence
Size, Convergence, Shape(IA)
Convergence, Size, Colour
Convergence, Shape, Directionality, Size,
Colour, Distribution
Convergence, Shape, Directionality
Size, Convergence, Shape
Convergence, Directionality, Shape, Colour
Convergence, Size
Colour, Size, Directionality, Shape,
Convergence
Colour, Shape, Size, Convergence
Colour, Shape, Convergence, Directionality,
Size

5

15, 9, 7, 1, 10, 13

6

1, 7, 8, 9, 15

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

16, 8, 14, 1, 9, 5
1, 5, 12, 4, 8
1, 10
16, 1, 4, 5, 14, 17
17, 4, 14, 18
17, 8, 3
5, 4, 16
3, 16, 7
15, 1, 12

17

16, 5, 4, 9, 1, 10, 18

18
19
20
21

16, 4, 9
3, 16, 14, 5
16, 9, 4, 10,
16, 14, 1,2

22

10, 2, 9, 11, 13, 5, 16

23

11, 6, 3, 17

24

11, 5, 16, 9, 1
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Feature Extraction
S6: The main properties of the reference pattern dataset which were characterised by various features and their
corresponding pattern metric (see [83] for further details).
Pattern Property

Local Feature

Distribution of element
shape

Distribution of element
size
Distribution of element
colour
Distribution of element
gamma angle
Distribution of element
orientation angle
Overall shape of
pattern

Tail to Body Ratio
Width to Length Ratio
(Impact angle of blood drop)
Area of Element to Area of Convex Hull
Ratio
(referred to as ‘convex hull ratio’)
Perimeter of Inscribed Circle to
Perimeter of Element Ratio
(referred to as ‘inscribed circle ratio’)

Pattern Metric
(stored in feature matrix)
Standard deviation
Mean
Mean
Mean

Element Area

Mean

Element Intensity

Standard deviation

Gamma Angle
(Directionality of blood drop)

Standard deviation

Orientation Angle

Standard deviation

Shortest Euclidean distance of an
elliptical element to a polynomial curve
(referred to as ‘mean Euclidean
distance’)

Mean
Circularity of the convex hull
enclosing all elements in the
pattern
Total number of elements in the
pattern divided by the area of the
convex hull
(referred to as ‘element density’)

N/A
Distribution of
elements
N/A

S7: Range of values observed for each feature and bloodstain pattern type
Feature

Pattern Type Value Range
Impact

Cast-off

Tail to body ratio

0.077–0.23

0.025–0.18

Width to length ratio

40.70–56.80

34.0–54.90

Convex hull ratio

0.73–0.83

0.73–0.87

Inscribed circle ratio

0.71–0.81

0.58–0.82

Element area

0.48–3.69

3.31–17.63

Element intensity

0.24–0.34

0.13–0.35

Gamma angle

57.63–144.89

33.19–113.45

Orientation Angle

32.14–58.34

21.30–59.31

Mean Euclidean
Distance
Circularity of the convex
hull

42.40–171.49

11.52–126.71

0.67–0.85

0.22–0.79

Element density

0.11–0.73

0.038–0.47
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Results of the classification of the Independent Dataset
S8: Predicted class labels and posterior probabilities generated by the trained classifier when applied to the
classification of an independent dataset (mechanism of pattern deposition and substrate is shown). Patterns have
been labelled as C for a correct classification and E for an erroneous classification.

Impact Test 2

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00497

0.99503

Classified (C)
Erroneous
(E)
C

Impact Test 15

Wallpaper

Impact

0.01712

0.98288

C

Impact Test 16

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00052

0.99948

C

Impact Test 17

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00032

0.99968

C

Impact Test 18

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00069

0.99931

C

Impact Test 19

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00010

0.99990

C

Impact Test 20

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00613

0.99387

C

Impact Test 21

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00185

0.99815

C

Impact Test 22

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00258

0.99742

C

Impact Test 23

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00010

0.99990

C

Impact Test 3

Paint

Impact

0.00015

0.99985

C

Impact Test 4

Paint

Impact

0.00039

0.99961

C

Impact Test 5

Paint

Impact

0.00468

0.99532

C

Impact Test 6

Paint

Impact

0.00011

0.99989

C

Impact Test 7

Paint

Impact

0.03935

0.96065

C

Impact Test 8

Paint

Impact

0.00016

0.99984

C

Pattern ID &
Mechanism

Substrate

Predicted
class label

Posterior Prob.
Cast-off

Posterior Prob.
Impact

Impact Test 9

Paint

Impact

0.00089

0.99911

C

Impact Test 10

Paint

Impact

0.00036

0.99964

C

Impact Test 11

Paint

Impact

0.00447

0.99553

C

Impact Test 12

Paint

Impact

0.00065

0.99935

C

Impact Test 13

Paint

Impact

0.00240

0.99760

C

Impact Test 14

Paint

Impact

0.00017

0.99983

C

Castoff Test 4

Wallpaper

Castoff

0.96755

0.03245

C

Castoff Test 5

Wallpaper

Castoff

0.99953

0.00047

C

Castoff Test 8

Wallpaper

Castoff

0.98871

0.01129

C

Castoff Test 9

Paint

Castoff

1.00000

0.00000

C

Castoff Test 10

Paint

Castoff

1.00000

0.00000

C

Castoff Test 11

Wallpaper

Impact

0.00007

0.99993

E

Castoff Test 12

Wallpaper

-

-

-

Not Classified

Castoff Test 13

Wallpaper

Impact

0.50000

0.49000

C

Castoff Test 14

Wallpaper

Castoff

0.99975

0.00025

C

Castoff Test 15

Wallpaper

Castoff

0.95324

0.04676

C

Castoff Test 19

Wallpaper

Castoff

0.62377

0.37623

C

Castoff Test 1

Paint

Castoff

1.00000

0.00000

C

Castoff Test 2

Paint

Castoff

0.99891

0.00109

C

Castoff Test 3

Paint

Castoff

1.00000

0.00000

C

Castoff Test 6

Paint

Castoff

1.00000

0.00000

C

Castoff Test 7

Paint

Castoff

0.98596

0.01404

C
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Castoff Test 16

Paint

Impact

0.50406

0.49593

C

Castoff Test 17

Paint

Castoff

0.99795

0.00205

C

Castoff Test 20

Paint

Castoff

1.00000

0.00000

C

Castoff Test 21

Paint

Castoff

1.00000

0.00000

C
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Areas of Interest
AOI (pixels)

Key

0–49
50–99
100–149
150–199
200–249
250–299
300–349
350–399
400–449
450–499
>= 500

Proportion of
Elements (%)
56.3
14.4
5.7
4.6
2.8
1.8
1.4
1.7
0.9
0.7
9.8

Fig. A: Element area

AOI (degrees)

Key

0°–14°
15°–29°
30°–44°
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Fig. B: Impact angle
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Fig. C: Tail to body ratio
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Fig. F: Cast-off Test 11 erroneously classified as an impact spatter pattern
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Appendix III: Participant Information Sheet
Project Title: Automating the process of bloodstain pattern classification
Researcher: Ravishka Arthur (PhD Candidate)
Primary Supervisor: Dr Richard Green (Department of Computer Science)
Co-supervisors: Dr Karla De Bruin (Netherlands Forensic Institute)
Dr Michael Taylor (Institute of Environmental Science and Research)
Dear Prospective Participants,
My name is Ravishka Arthur and I am a student currently undertaking a Doctor of Philosophy
(Forensic Science) at the University of Auckland. My research is within the Bloodstain Pattern
Analysis (BPA) field. BPA is a discipline of Forensic Science which involves the application of
biology, physics and mathematics to the analysis of the size, shape and distribution of bloodstains
that have resulted from blood-shedding events. BPA aims to determine the mechanism(s) that have
led to the deposition of such complex patterns.
Reports by the National Academy of Science (NAS) in the United States of America emphasise the
requirement for research in order to strengthen the methodology that surrounds forensic science.
With respect to this, literature indicates a lack of information regarding the reliability of current
methods utilised for the classification of bloodstain patterns. Therefore it has become apparent that
the current pattern recognition methods employed by BPA analysts maybe unduly subjective. In
addition to this, the criteria for distinguishing patterns where more than one pattern type co-exist,
does not appear to have been developed or articulated in the literature or textbooks on the subject.
Experts are relying more on experience and drawing early mechanistic conclusions rather than
objectively identifying the features of the pattern and then basing their conclusions on known
pattern attributes. It is accepted that most of the pattern recognition in BPA is sub-consciously
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carried out. It is therefore of interest to look to the Computer Science discipline for tools that can
assist in extracting information from the expert and building an automated process of classification.
Therefore, the primary aim of this research project is to capitalise on existing computer-science
methods in order to develop an automated method of bloodstain pattern classification. This
automated method will extract quantitative information about the bloodstain pattern and assist the
expert classify the pattern using pattern characteristics that have been extracted by a trained
classifier. The goal is that by automating the process, more information about a pattern can be
ascertained, and a more objective method of classification developed. Prior to training a computer
to extract features of a pattern, it is necessary to develop a more in-depth understanding of current
pattern recognition methods of experts. This will require interaction with practicing BPA experts.
Two pilot experiments have been designed. As a participant you are kindly requested to carry out
ONE of the following experiments.
Experiment 1: An interview between the researcher and the participant. The participant is asked to
consider a series of bloodstain pattern images (photographs of bloodstain patterns created in a
laboratory) in response to questions that assess how they undertake classification. Some written
responses are required but the general style of this experiment will be that of a
conversation/interview. Audio recording of the interview will be undertaken to assist with analysis
(30-40minutes). This will be conducted in a meeting room at the ESR.
Experiment 2: A non-invasive eye-tracking experiment in combination with a RetrsopectiveThink-Aloud Interview. The participant will be expected to sit in front of a computer screen and
view digital images of bloodstain patterns. An in-built eye-tracker will then record the gaze
(position of the eye) of the participant as they view images. Following each subsequent viewing, the
gaze recording will be played back to the participant and an interview conducted (i.e. the researcher
will ask the participant a series of questions in a similar manner as that of experiment 1). The gaze
recording acts as a cue, to remind the participant where they were looking, at the time of the task.
Gaze data, verbal responses to interview questions and a video recording of the participant viewing
the screen will be gathered to assist with analysis. The latter will be required to ensure that there
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were no significant head movements that occurred during the experiment that might otherwise
compromise the results (40-50minutes). This will be conducted in the eye-tracking research facility
at The University of Canterbury. Anonymity will be preserved at all times through the use of a
numerical coding system. Only the researcher and supervisors listed in this document will have
access to all data and have knowledge of the identity of the participant in relation to his/her data.
Reporting of the data, for example in the final thesis or in a journal paper will be undertaken using
the numerical coding system.
Access to your own data (recordings etc.) at any time will be permitted, or if you do not wish to
have your data used in any form then this can be specified at the time of consent. All data collected
from this study such as recordings will be kept by the researcher for a maximum period of 10 years
then will be destroyed. A summary of your results can be offered to you following the analysis, and
when used in the final PhD thesis, which will be available electronically on the Auckland
University database. There is no obligation to participate in this research. However, if you do wish
to participate and at a later stage, withdraw your consent, you are entitled to do so. Any information
gathered at this time will be disposed of. Any issues regarding sight, or use of corrective lenses, or
any medical conditions that might interfere with the experiments (particularly with experiment 2)
can be confidently disclosed to the researcher.
Any questions may be forwarded through to me using the information provided below.
Thank you.
Kind regards,
Ravishka Arthur
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Appendix IV: Consent Form
Project Title: Automating the process of bloodstain pattern classification
Researcher: Ravishka Arthur (PhD Candidate)
Primary Supervisor: Dr Richard Green (Department of Computer Science)
Co-supervisors: Dr Karla De Bruin (Netherlands Forensic Institute)
Dr Michael Taylor (Institute of Environmental Science and Research)
You have been asked to participate in connection with research study conducted by Ravishka
Arthur from the University of Auckland as part of the Doctor of Philosophy (Forensic Science)
programme. Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Upon signing this consent form, it
is assumed that you have read and understood the Participation Information Sheet provided and
understand the purpose of the research and the relevant information required from you as a willing
participant. Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and can be identified
with you will remain confidential and stored in a secure location. Confidentiality will be maintained
by means of a numerical coding system which will involve a participant code that is unique to you.
This number will only be known to the researcher and when publications arise, your identity will be
withheld, and your code used for reference. Data will be kept for a period of ten years prior to
destruction. Participation in the eye-tracking experiment will involve viewing a computer screen
with no invasive measures involved. Participants with sight problems, or those that use corrective
lenses should disclose this information to the researcher.
Please tick the experiment you wish to participate in:
Experiment 1: Interview

Experiment 2: Non-invasive Eye-tracking and Restrospective Think Aloud Interview
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Please sign and date below to indicate your understanding of the information stated in this Consent
Form and in the Participant Information Sheet.
I am free to withdraw from this project at any time, without any disadvantage to myself and
have not felt coerced to participate in any way.
Name:
Signature:
Date:
Ravishka Marishi Arthur
School of Computer Science
Erskine Building
Room: 342
Email: ravishka.arthur@canterbury.ac.nz
Contact Number: +64 2102954493
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